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2 County Medical Society Discusses
WFUL
New Drugs, Elects Dr. Peterson Head
RA

Dr. R. T. Peterson, an associate
physician connected with the
Milton Hospital was last week
named president of the FultonHickman County Medical Society.
Dr. J. C. Hancock, an eye, ear and
nose specialist of Fulton is the
retiring president. The meeting
was held at a dinner at the Park
Terrace Restaurant.
Other officers elected wz.!--: Dr.
John W. Ragsdale, vice-president;
Dr. J. A. Poe, treasurer. The folios.. ing committees were appointed:
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Legislative -- Dr. Robert Peterson; Diabetes — Dr. Russell
$400
Rudd; Program — Dr. Andrew P.
Nelson.
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 22, 1962
Dr. W. R. Bushart was named Volume Thirty-One
Number 12
delegate to the KSMA meeting in
September and Dr. Glynn Bushart
WdS chosen as alternate.
The program was presented by
Dr. D L. Jones and Dr. J. A. Poe.
Tapes concerning Heart riseases,
High Blood Pressure and Eye
Tension were presented. Following
the tapes an interesting session
•
was held on treatment and discusWilliam L. Fossett of Fall and
The Illinois Central railroad has
sion of new drugs used for these
Fulton's Board of City Comillission9rs is stheduled authority and influence in the
representatives of the Aetna filed with the Tenhessee Public
Fall,
diseases.
mayor's office..
Casualty and Surety Company at Service commission an application to meet on Friday night of this week to select'a comAlthough a city manager ha;.
Fulton, is attending a special in- seeking permission to discontinue missioner to fill the unexpired term of L. M.
McBride,
been
employed for a six-month Jottings
surance course at the company's the stopping of IC train No. 25 at
who-resigned to become an official of the City National trial period, the commissioners
home office in Hartford, Conn.
10 cities including Gibbs, Obion
from
continue
to exert supervision in
Bank. The News was reliably informed on Wednesday
The five-week course provides and Trimble.
various departments of the. city.
comprehensive instruction in all
The announcement was made that former Mayor Nelson Tripp, who was defeated in a
Commissioner Rice is in charge of
forms of insurance protection for by Jack Woodruff, trainmaster of
hotly contested Mayor's rate last Noczember, is the first public works, Commissionee Muboth individuals
and
business Memphis.
liii
in charge of the police iii
firms: Practical aspects are stressMr. Woodruff said Gibbs actu- choice of two of the commissioners. Commissioner Bob
fire departMents and retail,
Mrs. Patsy Butts, wife of Jaycee ed with particular emphasis
plac- ally is a flag stop, but that the McCain, scheduled to return from a Florida vacation,
partinents and Commi•sioner 'Mc: v .
president James 0. Butts was e- ed upon the study of new methods
train has -been stopping daily at
could not be reached for comment at press time on Cain i- chid e;eil evith
lected to fill the ofice of president of developments designed to
meet Obion at 12:48,p. m, and Trimble
in other dei,artment, not sla eifie ight Fulton Jaycettes Tuesday changing
at 12:53. It is these stops the line Wednesday. Second choice of the two commissioners is
conditions.
idly ri.,ignatued. Former Cnknight.
Fossett, who attended the hopes to dissontinue. He said the purported to be Frank Welch, an employee of
the Ferry- 'sion McBride. Who tent -11.1
• The new president is a charter University of Kentucky, is a
mem- train, of course, would continue to Morse
Seed Company who ran fifth in the general elec- res_ignation ;,s of March 15 w: iii
member of the local Jayeettes and ber of the Rotary
Club and direc- make its. daily runs.
charge of the
a life-long resident of the com- tor of the Fulton
Junior Chamber
He said the company will con- tion last year.
I wonder how many of you munity.
less the commissniners
of Commerce.
tinue
to
stop
at Rives daily at
Mayor DeMyer defeated Mr. Tripp in Fulton's their supervisory di it
have, at some time or another,
It ap12:38
p.
.m.
where
it, picks up mail most enthusiastic
Mrs. Butts lives on Thedford
wanted to walk into a newspaper
city election in recent years..Mayor pointed, it appears that tomer
and passengers.
office and beat the daylights out Street in Fulton. She is a houseMayor
Tripp
will
cup
rv Other stops the line is attempt- DeMyer had no comment to make on the proposed apof the editor. If you've had the wife and has a daughter, Kathy,
dlv's finii,e is. The comini-sioners
ing to eliminate are at Newburn, 15-ointment.
urge in the past, or hope to have age 2 1-2.
vote,'" to Mayen' DeMyer the reHalls, Gates, Henning, Brighton,
Rice could not be reached for com- sponsibilities of public relations.
It in the future, one of the greatLeading the movement to have ment.
She is a graduate of South FulAtoka and Tipton.
est newspapermen of this generaBut the appointment to till the
You can solve all_your weekend
Tripp named to the unexpired
ton High School, class of 1957.
tion says . . . "dont do it." Hodunexpired term of Mr. Mefiride
Anyone wishing to 'protest the term is Commissioner Bill Rice.
dessert problems by going to the
Political
observers
interviewc:d
ding Carter, Pulitzer prize-winis not the only vacancy sto
Her supporting officers were Jaycette Bake Sale, Saturday proposed change may do so by Indications are that if Tripp's by the
News on Wednesday exning author and editor of the elected as follows Vice-Presi- morning at 9 at the Fulton Bank. contacting the Tennessee
!
Public name as proposed all three com- pressed surprise -ant. regret at the filled by the Board of Cullum,
Greenville. (Miss.) Times has a dent, Mrs. Ralph Puckett; Secre- There will be a variety of baked Service commission, Cordell-Hull
missioners would vote for him turn of events since the appoints sioners. Vacancies must t,l!t,he
word of advice to irate readers In tary, Mrs. Bobby Bennett; Treas- foods such as homemade cakes, building, Nashville 3, Tenn.
since it was apparent that Rice, ment would be' tantamount to filled on the Planning' Commisthe recent issue of the Publisher's urer, Mrs. C. D. Jones; Historian, pies, cookies, fudgy brownies,
sion, the Electric Plant Board. the
Moline and McCain—vagre slated klegating Mayor
DeMyer to
Auxiliary, a national newspaper Mr-s. Tian Taylor.
nutbread and candies.
on the Tripp for Mayor ticket. Mr. "lame duck" status eor•-erning his 'Federal Municipal Housing Comtrade publication. Says Mr. Carmission t4pd the Board of Adjust:.
Directors are' Mrs. Stuart Poster:
ment.
ton, and Mrs. Nancy Earl.
JOINT MEETING!
Members of the Planning Commission are Les Giddings, chair"It's just not smart to bdat up
The new officers will be inThe Obion County Education
man; Frank Welch.- vice -chairrn,,n
newsmen. It's a sure way to get stalled March 31, at
the Park Association * and 'the Union City
The local Cub Scouts will have
and Mrs. Rodney Miller, secretary.
your name and your picture spread Terrace Restaurant
during the an- Association will hold a joint meet- a Field Day here Sunday at the
Other members are Clarence :S10-•
all over the nation's news media— nual Jaycee and Jaycette
banquet. ing in the Obion County Central City Park. Each Cub will bring a
line, representing the City Comtelevision, newspapers and magaHigh School at Troy Thursday burlap sack, and a gala afternoon
mission, W. C. Powers, representzines. It's a sure way to make
night.
Say "It's In The News"
is planned beginnim, at 2:30 p. m.
ing the city employees and R. B.
your hometown look bad. It's a
sure way to give your home state
L. M. McBride, new vice-presiAll Kentucky Utilities Company Baxter, city manager.
a black eye in the most flagrant
dent of the City National Bank, electrical lines are coming down " On the Electric Plant Board the
vacancy occurred by the resignaway before the nation. If that's
was elected president of the Ful- in South Fulto
What you want.
°
ton Rotary Club at is regular
Last summer the ity of South tion of Mr. McBride, representing
"Taking a sock at a newsman is
luncheon meeting Tuesday at the Fulton made a switch from KU to the City C.ommission. Members .,t*
taking a sock at everybody in the
Park Terrace. He secceeols Dr. TVA power. througli_the WCMES. this board are Clyde Williams. Jr.,
country who is interested in what
Glynn Bushart.
Martin, although there have been chairman, Charles Reams who le-goes on. Because the newsman is
The other newly elected officers quite a number of residents who placed Clayton .1,,yce. n Ferr.e
on the scene as the eyes and ears
are: Bob Morgan, vice-president: have continued on with KU ser- Morse Seed C(7nip:.ny cinnloy,
who was iransterred•to
of the rest of the world. He is ,Lt. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt be"And I might add," Wyatt with a Democrat a your United James Needhain, re-elected sec- vice.
..nd Bill lb.- W:
there because people are curious came an official candidate for quipped, "that it gives me particu- States Senator."
retary and James Green, re-electFor the past month KU employ- Vyrun
•
about what is going on.
ees have been taking down their ing. The rertesuMative from Int.
the office of United States Sena- lar pleasure to make it on St.
Wyatt made no me •ition of Ken- ed treasurer.
"He is also in Katanga to see tor early Saturday afternoon, fol- Patrick's Day, a good luck day for tucky House SititlyeL:r Harry King
The now board of directors is lines in the Tennessee town, and City Commission nadst be (died en
what is going on because you lowing an announcement tram his Democrats."
Lowman, who is also seeking the composed of James Green, 1.1. D. as .of Tuesday...a,thij week then. the board.
Oii (la
might be curious about that. And home on Alta Vista Road.
Fei4n'ai
Hales, L. M. McBride, Bob Mor- were approximately. only 50 resiWyatt promised a rg:.ting cam- Democratic nomination for Senhe's looking down the wall the
gan Rev. Truett Miller, James dents still on KU lines. It .• exator
with
the
blessings
former
of
Wyatt said he had delayed his paign based on issues, "not a perJI1P - I
Communists built in Berlin. He
beC;1111V
C ,.1!0..t!,
Needham and Dr. Glynn Bushart. pected that these wili 1,e d
campaign of mud-slinging Gov. A. B. Chandler.
.r.vis
was taking notes along the battle formal announcement until today, sonal
resi.!.e,i
L. C. Sowell of C!into
vas
a
Fo”11, according to Nit,yor Mil . •
The
lieutenant
governor
pointfollowing the adjournment of the and character assassination."
iii11.11 With
4ines..in , 9rea, and poking his
and James Counce.
ed out that the United States now visiting Rotarian
General Assembly, so as to not in"In the coming days of my cam- has
camera
t President Roosevelt
. MeDilnil I
W:I:4
Ct.- Chall'!`.
Beard of Cairo was a :guest of
liemocratic
a
President,
a
terfere with the operation of the paign against Republican Thurswhen he et Stalin at Yalta—beFred Gibson.
lionie-Toun Pam r . .. The New:: Other --inetovhte-Ts enf t4.1.0
Democratic
Cabinet,
Democratic
a
State Legislature. By virtue of his ton Morton, I will discuss with
Huticileston.
cause you wanted to know what
Mrs.
Arch
Nly=. 1.;•office as Lieutenant Governor, Kentuckians the important issues national Administration, a Demowas going
there.
telly Harding. Mayor G.lb,
Wyatt was President of the Sen- facing Kentucky and the oppor- cratic Senate and a Democratic
"He is not always at those
Horton Ban 1, tIn
House.
ate.
tunities for even greater progress
places because he wants to be or
c,.*:..e secreMry. It is r,
"Kentucky is normally a Demoenjoys what is happening—he is
]'-rted that Richard
cratic state, and it now has a Dethere because it's his job and he's
,ted to fill the appoiliment.
mocratic administration," Wyatt
been assigned to do it. So he
on the Board if Adjii-tment
said.-"But Kentucky is represented
comes to McComb to see what is
(Thar!, s
,Jei,er:d di- Ouida Jewell, long-time Fulton
in the United States Senate by
happening because people in Los
rector of Ferry 7..lore Seed (.',,mnewspaperwoman and wire ser(Continued on page four)
Angeles aryl London and Greenpany
was app,..m!t d to fill the
vice correspondent has joined the
ville, Illiss": are curious to .iknow
vacancy caused
March 31 is the last day for vot- the First District. In the event
tl.e resem;11,,,n
staff of the National Investors
what is happening in McComb.
if
ers to register if they want to be that a candidate' in either party
Homer \Vilson, other nt,mhers
•
Life Insurance Company, Harry
"So beat him up. That'sta fine eligible to vote in the May 29 pri- for the Senate nomination or one
of
the boaxel are Bennt•tt Whee.", r,
Lee. Waterfield; president of the
idea. It will go a long way toward mary.
Janies.Grecn. who is re.portt,t to
of the House nominations does not
company announced today. Miss
getting the kind of publicity that
be considering resigning. ClareniaCounty Court Dee Langford said have primary opposition, a priFulton's Jiffy Steamer manu- Jewell returned Sunday after a
McComb wants and that Missis- that the registration books are mary election for his office will
Moline re presenting
City C, facturing company received a week's extensive training at the
sippi wants. It's a good way to in- now open at the Courthouse in not be necessary.
mission and Mrs. Rodney
nice write-up, with pictures in the company's general offices in Lexsure that the press will always be Hickman and will remain open
representing the Planning CotePersons registered independent
ington, Ky. In making the anCourier-Journal
last
Sunday
in difficult places to report the until the deadline.
misSion.
may not vote in a primary elecnouncement Mr. Waterfield Cited
week.
facts so your right to know will
The books are also open at the tion. Neither may persons who
The story was written by Harry his long friendship with Miss
have meaning."
KUDOS TO RED DEVILS!
office of the City Clerk in Fulton. have changed parties since the Bolser, West
Jewell and offered her his assistKentucky taureau
The South Fulton high school
ance in calling upon future clients
On May 29 both_the Democratic 1962 election.
chief of the C-J.
As a newspaper reporter I don't
basketball team will be honored
New residents of Kentucky must
for the company in Fulton and
and Republican parties of Kenfeel a bit safer as a result of Mr.
at a banquet at the dining room
Fulton County.
nominees have lived in the state a you and
Carter's advice, but it's comfort- tucky will choose their
of
Lakeview Restaurant at Reelin the County six months before
Miss Jewell, a correspondent for
ing to know that a brilliant editor for United States senator to fill the November 6, 1962, elwtion to
foot on Friday night of this week..
the seat now held by Republican
Paducah
Sun-Democrat.
the
the
like Hodding Carter is on our side.
Serving
wilt bet:H
qualify to vote in the primary.
630 p m.
Thurston Morton.
Memphis Commercial Appeal, the
I'd like to add that it's kind of
-New voters whd will be- 18 on
On the same day the same part- or
Louisville Courier-Journal and the
silly to get all worked up over
before election day may regisUnited Press and -the Associated
wanting to whip the editor. I/ the ies will choose their nominees for ter and vote in the primary.
Press will continue to serve these
facts printed ARE NOT true, the United States House of RepOUJDA JEWELL
Women who have changed their
Danny Bondurant will celebrate
then any reader has a recourse to resentatives from each of Ken- names by marriage must regis- his birthday on Monday, March newspapers and wire services and
the courts with the protection of tucky's seven Congressional dis- ter. So must voters who have mov- 26, on the Popeye Show over will be a contributing editor to nounced that the annual meeting
the Fulton County News, where of approximately 4,000 shareholdthe libel laws. If the facts ARE tricts, one fewer than two years ed from the city to the county, or WPSD-TV at 5 p. m.
she has been a reporter for sev- ers cif National Investors Life
true, beating up the editor is a ago.
from the county to the city. Those
Those who will appear on the eral years.
Insurance Company of Kentucky
mighty sorry way to get him to
In the First District voters will who have moved from one pre- show with Danny will be LaDonhas been called tor 1 p. m., Thursstop pecking at his typewriter choose a representative from the cinct to another in the city or na Carole Lawson, Jeff Barclay,
Meanwhile Mr. Waterfield, a day,
A goal 'if $1,500 is set' for Ful
March 29, at the Campbell
with the news, because editors expanded district. Frank Albert county may change their registra- Ann Fenwick, David Thompson, Clinton newspaper publisher and
ton, and of this amount, $750 will
have a way of bustin' out all over, Stubblefield is Congressman from tion address by mail.
Tim Mansfield.
former lieutenant-governor an(Continued on page four)
be used locally. It is hoped that
even if you kill off a few.
every resident and business firm
will contribute to the Red Cross,
Remember we told you about
which has proven its value during
that momentous telephone intermany emergencies both on a naview I had with the drama editor
tional and local level. At the presof the New York Times? Well, the
ent time the Red Cross is at. work
story appeared on the first page
When a farmer in West Virginia the message was in the Army are part of the day's work for the the organization maintains a staff community, and devastation by in
the floodstricken areas of Kenof the drama section and here it had to be hospitalized after he message center at the Pentagon more than 9,600 chapters in the of 2,100 persons - 500 of them ser- tornadoes, hurricanes, and
floods tucky and also other parts of the
is.
smashed his lip, his wife was fran- awaiting transmittal direct to the United States, according to the ving at military stations and hos- may be anticipated in many
nation.
tic because there was no one to soldier's headquarters in Korea. Red Cross.
pitals overseas.
regions throughout the nation,"
Joe Treas is the Fulton fund
HISTORY: Outdoor historical take care of thousands of chickens
By midmorning of the following
such
2,600
There were
messages
Service to the Armed Forces, Milton Jackson, director of Red drive chairman
for 1962.
drama continues to grow. Down they were raising.
day - less than twenty-four hours transmitted each day through the the Red Cross emphasized, is just Cross Disaster Services for EastWorkers for the business canIn Kentucky, a new amphiHurray to the Red Cross chap- after the message was sent - the Red Cross last year to relieve the one of ten different programs the ern Area, declared.
vass are: F. A. Homra, Robert
theatre will be built in Ken- ter in the county seat, the dis- boy's commanding officer had ap- anxiety of Men in military organ- organization carries on for huHe emphasized that when a.
-- 1Surrow;-It J. Pigue, Lewis Weaks
tucky Lake State Park, near the traught woman wanted to know if proved his leave, his orders were izations the world over and their manity ...programs made possible saster dOes strike the Red
Cross Thad Fagan,frank Beadles, H. L.
town of Murray, which is not it would be possible to have her cut, and the Red Cross field di- /amities at home. Not all were in through the contributions of mil- is always on the job
providing im- Bushart. Barney Speight, Charles
far from Paducah. The theatre 22-year-old soldier son sent home rector with the unit had arranged connection with leave requests. lions of Americans during the Red mediate
emergency relief assist- Andrews, Happy Hogan,
Ernest
will open in the spring of 1963 from an outpost in Korea in time air transportation to take the Many announced the arrival of a ;Cross March fund campaign.
ance and long-term rehabilitation Fall, Fred Brady, Lawson
Roper,
with a play by Kermit Hunter to save the family from ruin.
youth on the first leg of his flying baby, or reassured a mother that
No tqwn 'or city.in America ma; to affected families which need Lonnie Roper,
Jimmie Young,
about the life of the late Vice
She was told her case would be trip back to his home. And her son was i.11 right, or told a consider itself completely free the help. This aid is giveh
regard- Warren Graham, Orian Winstead,
President Aiben W. Barkley, presented to the Army immediate- through a return Red Cross mes- serviceman that his wife would from the danger of disaster or less of the
size of a community.
H. H. Bugg, Grady Varden, Bill
who lived in Paducah. Mr. Hun- ly and that she would be informed sage the mother knew before her live following an operation.
catastrophe, The American Red
Indeed, he pointed out, relative- Adams, Charles Reams and
Hugh
ter will weave a history of quickly. While she sat in the small son left Korea that he was on his
Some 76,000 servicemen were Cross says in urging support for ly as much help is often given in Fly.
western Kentucky into the story. chapter office a telegram was on way.
given Red Cross assistance at its fund campaign from every rural areas and to farm families
The
canvass
of
the business disThe project, designed to pro- I its way to the Red Cross in WashSpectacular service? Yes, but camps and hospitals each month conimunity in the country.
as to families in larger towns and trict, originally
scheduled for
mote tourism in the area, is be- ington with her plea for her son's this and similar services for the throughout 1960-Ill, the Red Cross
"Fires, explosions, and violent cities. Farmers whe lose homes, March 15 has
been postponed until
(Continued on page faun
emergency return. Within an hour man in uniform and his family said, and to provide this service natural storm: may strike any
(Continued on page four)
March 26.
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Bill Fossett In
Illinois Central
Connecticut For Plans To Halt
Insurance Course More Service

Two City Commissioners Reportedly
Seek To Name Tripp To Replace McBride

Mrs. Butts Is
Elected President
Of Local Jaycettes

1`tT4f)!e nook

Jaycettes Will
Enomor Bake Sale

Cub Scouts To Have
Field Day Sunday

McBride Named All KU Lines
President Of
Coming Down In
Rotary Club
South Fulton

Wyatt Chooses St. Patrick's Day To
Make Formal Senate Announcement

VieerEleld Names Oujda Jewell To
Staff Of His Investment Company

March 31 Last Day To Register
For Voting In Primary May 29

Jiffy Steamer Is
Featured In C-J

Fulton Boy To
Celebrate Birthday
On Popeye Show

Your Local Red Cross Is Helping Hand In Time Of Emergency

Red Cross To
Have Business
Drive March 26

Outcome of Democratic Primary May Tip
Scales To Ward Or Breathitt For Governor
With the formal announcement
last Saturday that Wilson W. Wyatt is
a candidate for the Democratic nomination for the United States, the gates
of the political arena are wide open.
It is our opinion that by the end 'of
the Democratic primary this year, a
full-fledged candidate* 'for Governor
will be out in the open with the full
support of Governor Bert Combs.
There is hardly a newspaper or
periodical in Kentucky that has 'not
commented, thus far, on who the
candidate might be to oppose A. B.
(Happy / Chandler for his third term
bid. Many newspapers have sent tip
trial balloons for the candidates of
their choice and many of those balloons have exploded before they got
off the grodnd.
But the proposed candidacies of
Henry Ward,Edward L.(Ned)Breathitt and John Breckinridge seem to
have solid support as they orbit in the
political atmosphere. If we were to
add up all we've heard these past few
months we'd say that one of two men
will get the support of Governor
Combs and his administration and
those men are Ward and Breathitt.
Nobody knows just yet what factors
:ill determine the Governor's support: perhaps the outcome of the senatorial primary will tell.
in .Kentucky," a pe`'AQTIQN
.
riodical published by the Associated
Industries of Kentucky has an interesting appraisal of the governor's race
in 1963 and we are publishing it herewith for your information. It follows:
"There are many fine aspirants
for the governor's post. The colorful
attorney general, John B. Breckinridge—an able speaker and an attractive platform performer; Henry
Ward. probably the most knowledgeable man in Frankfort about government genecally and perhaps the best
administrator, to name a couple.
Mitigating against Henry Ward
is one of the very things that makes
him so desirable as an administrator
—his reputation for firm, unflinching
honesty and devotion to getting a dollar's worth of work out of every dollar
in the'budget, political chickens to the
(writ ran, notwithstanding. AMONG
John Breckinridge's many attributes
.',o fact that soveral years ago he
arminst a bill.snonsored by Sam
—hich would have made Sam
r.n attorney withottt having to
bar examination like other
f '1 1•:-: This of course shows too much
farts and nrinciples to al, •
bosses to on for him eniica11v Ag,ainst both of these
• fact that they think for
"What we have observed and
heard at Frankflhrt during the past 12
v, ks indicates a strong possibility
'1t Edward T. (Ned) Breathitt of
Tonldngville will getthe nod. He has
youth. attracfiyeness. ability, honesty
and articulation working for him.
"On the ATK network of 35 radio
<tn'irinS last we-k novernor Combs
1.„ tt-pli t the nominee should
c",
rn tho First District or from
r •
r.,,,.1-,this includes
"
im.otioned in this article,
--,fien didn't put him on the
-1 e,
-eress doubts that the
-1-nold come from 'Eastern
• 1-v since Combs himself is a
man He ruled out LouisH had tbp governorship
TT-Tr:

under Lawrence Wetherby and because Wilson.W. Wyatt, a Louisvillian, is deeply imbedded in the senatorial race.
"With that same logic carried further, Governor Combs apparently
feels it would not,be politics to have
the next nominee come from the
Court of Appeals since that's where
he came frorrif-Time will tell—hut for
now he says -loud and clear that Palmore doesn't have his endorsement,
although he is a good friend.
'Several unsuccessful attempts
have been made to launch the Palmore balloon, tilis C-J—Ezelle foray
merely being one of a series. He is a
real attractive fellow and has been
speaking at clubs around the state.
His, governmental philosophy, as explairvd at some of these sessions has
alarmed as many people as it has roothed. He has said, in effect, that the
Court of Appeals should rule the way
it thinks will be best, constitution and
state law notwithstanding. The mutilation that such an attitude does to
the principle of separation of powers
has not gone un-noticed by attorneys
who expect their cases to be decided
on the basis of law. In the hands 'of a
skilled politician a lot of stunp speaking could be done on that one!
"In the meantime, there is no
question at all about the candidate of
the anti-administration forces headed
by former Governor A. B. Chandler.
Happy says it's Happy himself. To
date, former Lieutenant Governor
Harry Lee Waterfield has not publicly indicated interest in being a candidate for the nomination.
"Several point to Breathitt as
the ultimate Combs choice: (1) He is
and always has been close to the governor;(2) He was the most outspoken
of the old "young rebel" crowd in advancing the Combs candidacy when
the anti-Chandler forces had no man
around whom to rally; (3) He has
been spending more time with the
Governor than any other candidate;
(5) He and Breckinridge both have
groups organized around the state to
work in their behalf; (6) The Breathitt name is much more widely known
than that of Palm ore, with the Breck-inridge and Ward names being equal
on this score;(7) His conduct, demeanor, and past political record has pot
alienated any segment of the state's
political or economic community, including some whci will probably be
against him because of personal devotion to Chandler;(8) He has-strong
allies in the Clements wing of the
Chandler-Clements alliance; (9) He is
friendly and makes a good impression
without appearing to talk down to
people; and (in) He would probably
be the hardest of the group about
which to find anything to smear or
"make phrases." This does not mean
-there would be anything legitimate
on the others, but phrase making is a
big part of Kentucky politics at times.
"On the debit side, Breathitt like
Ward and Ikreckinridge, does his own
thinking. This is always obnoxious to
those who like to dictate politics and
influence decisions on some basis
other than merit. It was a similar
touch of independence, you may recall, that led to labor's desertion of
Governor Chandler following the
1958 session, when he found occasion
cemind a few folks that he was the
elected governor and that his office
was not on Armory Place in Louisville."
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FRIENDS
Blessed are they who have the
gift of making friends, for it is one of
God's best gifts.
—Thomas Hughes
Friendship is a strong and habitual inclination in two persons to promote the good and happiness of one
another.
—Eustace Budgell
One marvels that a friend can
ever seem less than beautiful.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Friendship is the only cement
that will ever hold the world together.
—Woodrow Wilson

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeattscs

vessels of war.
Northern newspapers published
• letters from survivors /of the
wooden ships CUMBERLAND &
CONGRESS. The papers also published a few letters from Navy
Secretary Welles to mothers who
had written asking about the fate
of their sons on these ships. Here
is a sample of Welles' reply: "Dear
Madam; The name of your son
does not appear in the list of sur-

vivors of the CUMBERLAND."
Pound Gap, Va.: March 20, Col.
Garfield (a future President of the
U. S.) led Union forces up the valley of the Big Sandy in to Virginia at Pound Gap. At that place
he defeated a smaller Confederate
force, destroyed all their supplies
and burned 60 log huts. (Garfield
was able to retreat down the Valley before he could be fought by
any Confederate force.)
411118111111111181111111181=111111111811111111181111

About Town With

Ottlidal Jewell

"That last suggestion must have been a honey —
he ordered all the suggestion boxes taken down!"

43.100D116

FROM THE FILES:—

i.ng Back The Clock-March 20, 1942

present, with this city being the
only one represented in West
Kentucky.

After several years lapse of inactivity, the Brotherhood.-was reAnother splendid boxing card
organized Monday night at the
First Baptist Church, with F. .11. has been arranged by Bobby
Matthews, ereven good fights set
Riddle as president. Re-establishment of this organizationi was for Saturday night at the South
brought about by-the untiring ef- Fulton'gym, starting at 8 o'clock.
forts of the Rev. E. A. Autrey,
who has devoted much time to- _ The YMBC will meet next Tuesward getting the Movement start- - day night at the Rainbow Room,
when an election of officers and
ed.
directors will be held. The merit
The group of men met Monday
night in the basement of the award will be given to the memchurch when a get-together din- ber voted the most beneficial to
ner was served by the ladies of his 'club during the past six
mianths.
the church. Mr. Riddle very ably
carried out plans of reorganization
committees
Dane Lovelace, son of Mr. and
appointing various
Mrs. C. D. Lovelace of Fulton, is
which were named.
cereauthor and director of a threeApproximately sixty law en- act comedy drama to be proluced
by the ,senior class of Abilene
forcement officials throughout the
state of Kentucky will receive Christian college March 30 and 31.
certificates from the Washington
Rev. Wade House, widely
Headquarters of the F, B. I. for
will speak
their attendance at all sessions of known' evangelist,
the War Traffic School. which was every night at 7:30 in a two
held at the Kentucky Hotel at weeks' revival starting March 22
Louisville, March 9-18, K. P. Dal- and continuing through April 5.
ton, chief of police of Fulton, was at the First Baptist Church.

I have accepted a position with
Harry Lee Waterfield's company,
National Investors, and this will
probably be my last column in
The News—at leak, for quite
some time.
Last week I was in Lexington
getting "educated", and on Monday of this week, I attended a
regional meeting in Murray,
which was attended by Mr. Waterfield, president of the company.
I know that I will enjoy working
for Mr. Witterfield, as I was employed by him for several years
in the past.
Jo and Paul have been very understanding about my switch in
positions. Its just one of those
opportunities that come once in a
life-time, which you can not afford to turn down.
If at any time in the future, Jo
and Paul need my help, I. will be
more than glad to assist them.
I was grieved to learn that
while I was out of town my dear
friend, Mr. C. 0. Meacham passed away. My heartfelt sympathy
goes out to his family.
Congratulations to M; L.—McBride on his new position as VicePresident and cashier of the City
National Bank, although, I was
sorry to hear of his resignation
from the City CoMmission, and I
know that his co-workers will certainly miss him over at Browder's
Mill.
On Saturday evening before I
left town, we certainly had a
scare! Mozelle Green, Edna Abel,
Mother and I were on our way
out to the Derby to have dinner in
celebration of Mozelle's birthday,
when a taxi-cab, without a driver,
went for a ride and hit our car.
Mozelle was driving her car, and

the right back fender and tire
were damaged considerably.
Mozelle received an injured
shoulder and had to be hospitalized a week and Mrs. Abel was
slightly hurt. Mother and I luckily
escaped injury.

Hickman To Host
Nearly 500 FHA
Members In April
Plans fdr the spring meeting of
Kentucky Lake District of Future
Homemakers of America, to be
held April 28 at Fulton County
High School, were made at an
executive council meeting at Benton High School last week.
District President Carol Faulkner of Fancy Farm will conduct
the meeting, whose theme will be
Civil Defense. A skit on the use
of fallout shelters will be a feature of the program.
Purpose of the meeting is to
better inform FHA members about
Civil Defense and to :provide new
ideas for making- Civil Defense a
family affair.
Approximately 500 girls are expected to attend from the counties of Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman,
Fulton, McCracken, Graves, Livingston, Marshall, Calloway, Trigg,
Lyon, Crittenden and Caldwell.
An election of officers for the
district will be held during the
spring meeting.

rh,

America's oldest stakes is the
Phoenix Handicap, first run in
Lexington in 1913 and now contested at the Keeneland Race
Course, Lexington.
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100 Years Ago. This Week
%AR DAY RY-DtV
ral review of THE
original
lMaterial is fr..ns Otsbilealion rf elaglly one hondrrd years
Washington. ReportICE
sording from ref renees in the I,Mrary of Con,,,
usually very one-sided, a, seek to he fair in cover,,, and
in th vane., r
p, serve a o•tional balance . . . CD).
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Mrlillthila?
Fourth Week in March, 1862
Fairfax Courthouse, Va., March
13: Gen. McClellan, top command-er of the Union Army of the Potomac: held g council of war with
his generals. His plan: To leave
an army at or near Washington to
protect that city, and to move the
remainder of the army to a base
at Ft. Moseroe, proceed up the
York Peninsula, and capture Richmond. McClellan's plan hinged
upon the use of and control of the
James and York rivers. It was a
good plan, if carried out before
the hard-pressed Confederates
could bring up reinfortements.
. McClelAs history has shown
lan could not move rapidly up the
peninsula! It was some ninety
miles from Ft. Monroe to Richmond, and the land was without
hard-surfaced highways,railroads,
and every step of the way would
be disputed by bands of hardfighting Confedera.es.
And in the Norfolk Navy Yard
in Portsmouth the ironclad "VIM
GINIA" waited for a chance to
sally out and destroy r Union
fleet. The Virginia had lost its
ram when it sank the sailship
CUMBERLAND on March 8. A
new and longer ram was being attached, new guns were installed
to replace those damaged by the
same CUMBERI.AND, and now
the VIRGINIA was ready to challenge the MONITOR.
McClellan did not issue orders
for the MONITOR to accept the
challenge of the VIRGINIA. While
the MONITOR was being glorified
in the North as the savior of the
Union, those men in corrrnand
knew that the MONITOR had
been lucky to survive the fight
with the Confederate ironclad.
Today, from our safe distanca
of a hundred years, we know two
"ifs" which would have changed
the results of the MONITOR-VIRGINIA fight. When the VIRGINIA
came out to fight on March 8 she
explosive shells.
carried only
Back in the Navy Yard were
specially-cast elongated solid shot
to fit the heavy guns of the VIRGINIA. These shells would easily
have penetrated the turret of the
MONITOR. But the Southern
ironclad had not expected to meet
the Union ironclad on March 8.

They expected to fight only wooden ships. Her shells were the hollow explosive type which could
not damage the MONITOR.
• Another point which we now
know . . the guns of the MONITOR were untried. The ordnance
expert had permitted charges of
only 15 pounds of powder, and
even then the shells had almost
penetrated the sides of the VIRGINIA. Before the war was over
the Union navy would be using a
charge of 50 pounds in those same
guns. Had as much as 30 pounds
been used in a single charge, experts say that the shot would have
gone through the sides of the VIRGINIA. McClellan knew that only
the two guns in the turret of the
MONITOR stood between scores
of the wooden transports and supply ships of the Union and the
terrible guns of the C. S. S. VIR-.,
GINIA. McClellan did not mean
to take chances With his army.
When the great fleet of ships came
to the Peninsula, the soldiers
were not landed up the James,
whehe there were docks and water and easy marching. Rather;
landed off-shore close
they were
r,
nroe and brought in by
to Ft.
small boats across the shallow water. There were no docks for the
landing of heavy equipment, and
everything took time. Much time,
and time was exactly what the
Confederate army under Johnston
needed.
McClellan planned his peninsula
campaign assuming the VII.GINIA
would be "neutralized." McClellan would have no such luck, and
the army which he commanded
would meet disastir in the swamps
in and around Richmond.
We can say, then, that the short
life of th2. C. S. S. VIRGINIA
(formerly the U. S. S. MERRIMACK) would save Richmond,
and the Civil War would last for
another three years. Had McClellan's Army of the Potomac taken
Richmond that spring of 1862,
there Is little doubt but that the
Confederacy would have collapsed.
March 14, five days after the
famed battle between the MONITOR and the MERRIMACK, the
U. S. Congress voted 815,000,000
to change the wooden gun-boats
being built to "iron-clad steam-
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IT'S A PERFECT DAY
TO SHOP BY PHONE

MM.

G-ive rain the run around! Just
pick up your phone and go to town.
It's the quick, easy way to get
shopping done when you can't
get out. (P. S. Depend on your
phone whatever the weather!)
Southern Bell
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Around and About
Our Town
By Ruby Neisler
A glad good morning to everyone. Spring is here at last and I
am glad.
We wish to welco—e Mr. M. L.
McBride as -slice president and
cashier of our City National Bank.
Congratulations, Glen Exum and
Jerry Elliott on receiving the
Eagle Scout Awards. The awards
were presented by their father,
Mr. Thomas Exum in a very empressive way, followed by a reception at the First Methodist
Church.
The home of Mr. arid Mrs. Sam
McDaniel was a very happy
place, when all their children and
grandchildren visited them. They
were Mr. and Mrs. James Shields.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Jones and
children, James McDaniel and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McDaniel and children, all from
Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brasure and children, and Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Morrow of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Craven and
daughter, Kim were the last Wednesday night supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Groom.
Mrs. Ida Craig's daughter, Mrs.

Charlie Williams and Brother
Mike Craig, nephew of Mrs. Craig,
visited her in the Jones Hospital
last Sunday. Bro. Craig has been
engaged in a revival in Union
City for the past week.
The last Wednesday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Grooms were Bro. Mike Craig, Mr
and Mrs. Homer Ftoyster, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Rainey and family, Mrs.
Hurtle Grooms and Mrs. Jewell
Bishop.
Mrs. James Cheatham and son,
Larry, and Mrs.Peggy Stone visited -Mrs. 011ie Paris last Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Holly on
last Tuesday and Wednesday their
daughter, Mrs. Don Smith and Mr.
Smith and granddaughter from
Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Holly had as their
weekend via-Wei,- Mr. and Mrs.
Neal Holly and daughter from
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Happy Birthday

Leggett Is New Student

Mrs Janice Leggett enterec.
Fulten High as a junior at the
beginning of this semester, transfc rring from Hickman 'County
The Newi; is ple,sed to extend High.
birthday wish( to the following
Her favorite subjects at FPS
are history and typing, while her
on their birthdays.
hobbies are reading, water sports,
,
MARCH 22
and dosioning her own clothes.
Jean Fehwick, Mrs. Bill Holland, R. C. Pickering; March
V,rs. James Butts, Joe Don Pit.;;;e.
:)avid Homra, Mrs. J. T. Itobey.
.!,.e Weaver Hill, Treva W.
All typist of insurance
l'4
iiihn Winston Adams;
Jaek Allen Jennie ow,0, S
! GV1 our
well Cathey, Carl Lewis, Linda
David
Carl
Phillips; March 25:
PACKAGE DEAL
1,uckett, Danny Wade Thorpe, .
"Covering everything"
'lathe Alexander, Larry Bo!,, •
larch 26: Dana Ward Pur;-., .• —
Phone 4oll
Katherine Williamson, Mrs. If. W. Fulton, Ky.
John Gambill: March 27
422 Lake St.
iiew an Jacksun; March 2:!
Exuna Charliv ov,rhy,
Hyland, 'Virginia Alexz,n(lci.
my King. -

lewey Johnsor I

If you want to have a good time
visit the Holiys—their door latch
is always on the outside.
Our sympathy and prayers qo
out to Mr.'James Meacham and
family in the loss of their father
and grandfather.
Artificial 1 ceding of, ,!;:ir.\
Mrs. Grace Griffin and Mrs.
cows has had a trem,
.
balanced;
Majorie Walker visited Mr. and
crease in he United St,.les overl Compact, Perfectly
Mrs. H. L. Shupe last Saturday
easy to carry, easy to use on
the
past
two
decades—from
7,3591
afternoon.
farm, campsite, ranch or woodcows bred artificIlly in -1938 to
lot!
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Williams COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT JUDGING—Fulton and Fred B. Tetzel, vice president, Louisville Gas
over
.7
million
in
1960.
Even
with
I
propresenting
the
story
local
representatives
of
and Electric Company, and (standing) Paul Whitvery delightfully entertained with
this rapid growth" the United
gress and achievements at the judging for the First mer, Kentucky Utilities aasistant
a i-2ception at their home on
division manager States
District in the annual Kentucky Chamber of Comlags far behind inanc
Union City, Route 4, last Thurswho
is
district
community
development
chairman. the other countries. While the U.
merce Community Development Contest are picturday night, honoring Bro. Mike ed here xs ith the district judges. Shown are (from and Fulton Community Development leaders R. W. S.
breeds only 37 percent or its
Craig of Nashville, Tenn. Delici- left, seated) the judges James L. Johnson, execu- Burrow of K. U.: Mrs. J. t'. Olive, Mrs. W. I'. Bar- dairy
cattle artifically, Denmark
ous refreshments were served
tive director of the Murray Chamber of Commerce; nette and Mrs. Anna Bell Edwards. Judging took breeds 100
percent; Japan 93 perconsisting of open-faced sand- Leonard C. Neff, director of community develop- place Febryary 20 and 21 at Ken Lake Hotel. Ful- cent,
Holland 65 percent, and Eng207 Commercial
Phone 58
wiches, lemonade, cake and cof- ment, State Department of Economic Development, ton won third place.
laud 55 percent.
fee. There were -fifteen grownups
--s
JAMES HAZELWOOD and fifteen children, who enjoyed
terests and aptitudes.
ty High School, Hickman, Ky.,
the feast. They were all stuffed
He is a 1961 graduate of Fulton and was employed by Continental
but were able to gather around
UAL KrLLEBREW
County High School.
Can Co., in Plainfield, Ill., before Accurate
and sing spiritual hymns.
entering the Army.
—Slip Covers; seat covers
WORKMANSHIP
Bro. Craig left for Nashville
—Upholstering (all kinds:
SHEPPARD , AFB, Tex.—AirSaturday night, where he preachAt Low Cost
modern kind antique
man Third Class Gordon C. lerieg,
As Low As $3.45
PORT CHICAGO. Calif --Larry
ed both morning and evening. He
Watches, Clocks and Time
son of Mr. and Mrs. George C. R. Gurley. machinists Mate
—Draperies
Weekly after small
and his children left for Jacksonfire- Pieces of All Kinds Accu—Awnings, tarpaulins
Krieg, Water Valley, Ky., is being man apprentice, USN, son of'Mr.
down payment.
ville, Fla. Monday, where they
assigned to Travis AFB, Calif., and Mrs. 0. K. Gurley of 705 E. rately Repaired at Low cost
will visit his parents for a week.
by—
following his graduation fi:om the State Line, Fulton, Ky.,
returned
Mrs. Albert Johnson entertained
United States Air Force techniCal to Port Chicago, Calif.. the
ship's
the monthly missionary Auxiliary
ANDREWS
TRACTOR CO.
training course for jet aircraft home port, aboard the
ammunition
of the C. P. Church at her home
Phone 169
Fourth St.
mechanics here.
Jewelry
Company
ship
USS
Pyro
on
March
L
after
last Monday. Pot-luck was served.
Airman Krieg was trained to a seven-month tour with the
SeNThere were fourteen members
maintain and service jet aircraft' enth Fleet in - the Far East.
present including the hostess. All
and aircraft systems.
While inin the Western Pacifi,
reported a good time.
A graduate of Lincoln High the ship visited Japan, the Phibi,
Bro. and Mrs. Harry Owens and
School, Vincennes. Ind., the air- pines, Hong Kong, Guam
and IL,two sons, visited in my home last
man entered the service in Sep- wail in the process cif
Call Us To Save
supplying ,
Sunday afternoon.
ternla r 1961.
units of the fleet with ammunition
Mrs. Lewis Sensing and Jessica
Money On Repairs
at sea.
visited her ahatins_ including me
FORT LEONARD WOOD MO "Nimsworm-w.
last Saturday morning.
HAROLD BARNES
A satisfied customer la our
—Army Pvt. 11,,Iph R. Summers,
Bye for now. See you next
best testimonial. That in
r—Lacklapci AFB, Tex.—Airman 21, son of Mr. a-id Mrs. Glenn D.
HELP PROTECT
week, I hope.
why we give you fast, efficiBasic Harold E. Barnes nephew Summers. Route 2, Hickman. Ky.,
ent, technical service and
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
...I.
kWh
•
completed
the six-week aeneral
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Rupert,
ion rates on TV repairs. It
You've been hoping for a forBOOK ON OLD HOMES
supply course at Fort Leonard
.111 adds-up to saving -you
1101 Holly St., Hickman, Ky., is
All Makes and Models
mula like this—with extra poWood, Mo., Feb. 23.
inones! tency to support a positive sense
A study of pre-Civil War homes being assigned to the United
•
of well-being and mental alert,of the Bluegrass area by a Univer- States Air Force technical trainSummers was'trained in Army
MOTolt01, a
ness. It provides important liposity of Kentucky graduate has ing course for aircraft mainten- supply procedures arid the prepaSales and Service
tropes, as well as the more combeen published by the UK Press. ance specialists at Amarillo AFB, ration of supply iecorils
it
•
plete vitamin-mineral protection
Houses
of
the
Tex.
Titled "Ante Helium
forms.
desirable for the mature adult.
written
by
book
is
Bluegrass," the
Airman Barnes, who has comHe entered the Army last Ca Clay Lancaster, a Lexington
pleted his basic military training tober and completed bask trainnative who now lives in New York
ing at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
Ill Lake st.
Phone ';i07
Phone 450
City. The study traces develop- here, was selected for the advanc30C Main Street
Summers attended Fulton Cooned course on the basis 'of his in111
,
,
1 !...1•177.1.
ment of early Central Kentuelcy
homes from the crude log cabins
Look to Standard Oil for nen
of pioneers to the mansions of
ways to take better care of
wealthy landowners.
your car. Look to Standard
Oil for new ways to take better care of your car. Look to
Home News In The News
408 Lake Phones 70-428
Standard Oil for new ways to
take better care of your car
Look to Standard Oil for new
--SEE—
ways to take better care of
your car. Look to Standard Oil
for new War; to take better
care of your car. Look to
FOR YOUR
Standard Oil for new ways to
take better care of your car.
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
Look to Standard Oil for new
your car. Look to Standard-Oil take. better care of your car, ways to take better care of
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
for new ways to take better Look to Standard Oil for new your car Look to Standard Oil
* FARM LOANS
care of your car. Look to ways to take better care of for new wayS to take better
208 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 5

This Chain Saw is

- TOPS

S. P. MOORE & CO.

SERVICE NOTES

HONIELITE

BURNETTE

TITPAIII

To

Roper Televishn

Wade Television

GERIATRIC

capsules

CITY DRUG CO.

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

FULTON, KENTUCKY

A fact, ma'am! New RPM deposit-free motor oils
give thousands of extra miles without
engine overhaul!

YEAR
OLD
WALKERS
DELUXE
Tlie elegant straight bourbon that's
aged twice as long as slot of others.
Enjoy extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.

NUNN

'I 51/15 Ott • 116.1PSI
SONS INC PEORIA, OJOS

New from Standard — RPM
motor oils with a revolutionary
ashless detergent that halts engine wear. It leaves no ash deposits .. . keeps combustion
chambers so clean, moving parts
so free a thick, sticky sludge
that your engine can now outlast the life of your car!
Result: you can save hundreds of dollars in overhaul
costs, and get cleaner, smoother engine performance.
See your local Standard Oil dealer and get the
full story on how RPM motor oils can give you thousands
of extra miles without overhaul!
Look to Standard 011 for new ways to take better care of your ear
STANDARD OILCOMPANY (KENTUCKY)

STAN DARCV
OIL

E. J. McCOLLUM, AGENT
'ulton, Ky.

"
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Highway Department Plans Nearly Local Piano
$200,000.00 For Fulton County Roads Students Get
High Praise

More than $160,000 has been put on 2.1 miles of the Peewit
spent or committed by the Ken- Road by the R. B. Tyler Co., untucky Highway Department on der a contract for $32,249. Con60.4 miles of 'rural secondary struction" is to be completed this
roads in Fulton County since De- summer on 0.4 mile of the Murchergon-Kirby Road in Fill, on Councember, 1959.
In addition, the Rural Highway ty.
program ,is providing $31,669 this
year to assist -in maintaining 109
miles of county roads.
The Secondary Road program
is financed with two cents of the
seven-cents state gasoline tax,
and the county road money comes
from a statewide appropriation of
$5,000,000. Both these state funds
ire allocated among the counties
The Senate - •last Wednesday
by formula.
passed the controveriial "junkThe statistics were announced yard" bill and sent if to the govin Frankfort by Rural Highway ernor.
Commissioner T..11. Marcum.
The bill prohibits the, operation
- "Governor Combs, Commission- of a junkyard—including automoer of Highways Henry Ward and bile "graveyards" within 2,000
I are aware that a good part of feet of thZ centerline of any road
the traffic which will flow over .without a permit for the Highway
the vast system of arterial- high- Department.
ways now being built will begin
The vote was 21-11, after sevand end on a rural road," Mar- eral protests were raised dgainst
cum said.
it. •
Fulton County cooperates in the
Sen. George Overbey, D-Murrural
programs
by providing ray, said •'This thing- will outlaw
equipment which is used both for junkyards everywhere. This isn't
construction and maintenance.
a matter of beauty but economThe current program includes ics.. ."
improvements for the following
Sen. John W. Swope, R-Boyle
roads: Steppe, 1.6 miles; Olney- County, wondered "how you're
Johnson, 1.7; Mt. Carmel-Tennes- going to make a man move 2,000
see Line, 3.2; Roper School, 4.2; feet back from the highway if he
Morris, 2.5; No. 9 Lake, 2.2: Jef- owns only 200 feet of land .. ."
fries. 2.2; Floating Bridge, 1.8; Mt.
Carmel-Crutchfield, 3.0.

Senate Passes
Bill To Outlaw
Hiway Junkyards

In addition, Rural Secondary is
financing maintenance projects on
35.5 mkles of roads in Fulton
County.
A bitdminous surface has been

G. B. Butterworth
Retires From
Clothing Business
G. B. Butterworth, co-owner of
Grisham-Butterworth Men's Clothing Store here, has retired from
the clothing business after 11
years.
Wright Brothers, Ind-, of Memphis has made negotiations and
nrrangements to continue the business. E. C. Grisham will be a
partner.

OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

South Fulton Group
In Nashville About
Sewage Disposal Plant
—AND—

q;:r11:,
\

MON. & TUES.

•CLIFTON WEBB

South Fulton City officials are
in Nashville this week meeting
with the Tennessee Health Department concerning the proposed
sewage disposal plant to be built
in the Cityof South Fulton.
Those planning to make the trip
on Wednesday were Mafor Milton
Counce, and Councilman -Bobby
Matthews, O. L. Bushart, Harold
Henderson and possibly 0. L. Lamascus. Councilmen O'Neal Jones
and Rex Ruddle were unable to
attend.
BEST SPELLER!

11)rtiER
SLEEPS
..ANCE

Teresa Pennington, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Pennington,
was the first place winner in the
spelling contest held at South
Fulton Elementary recently. This
contest is held annually to pick a
winner to represent the school in
the Obion County Spelling Bee.
Diane Foster is the first alternate
ar'di -MATT Alice Taylor is the second alternate.

NUYEN

NOTEBOOK—
ing led by Mrs. Paul Westpheling, editor and publisher of The
Fulton County Nevis in Fulton.
Mrs. Westpheling has been appointed a consultant to Gov.
Bert T Combs. The state has appropriated $100,000 for the construction of the theatre. Production costs - about $40,000 will
be raised from citizens in the
area. moistly in Murray. A nonprofit organization, West Kentucky Production.s, Inc., will
soon be formed.
The theatre, Mrs. Westpheling
said, will be "in an extremely
beautiful wooed cove. The
stage will have as its backdrop
the largest man-made lake in the
world. It has a shore line of 185
miles and stretches into Tennessee."

Fulton's talented piano students
did themselves and their teachers
proud last Saturday at Paducah
when many of them receives high
ratings for their efforts. Held at
the Seventir and Broadway Methodist Church the students were
judged on poise, ability and other
techniques in the Piano field.
The local pupils and their ratings are:
Mrs. Steve Wiley, teacher.
Superior—Jane Edwards, Peggy Reams, Letha Exum, Laura
Hefley, Molly Alexander, Doris
Bolin, Karen Taylor, Janet Taylor, Kathy Hyland and a, piano WYATT—
(Continued from page one)
duet—Karen and Janet Taylor;
Excellent—Joy Jobe, Joy Fagan, two Republicans, although one of
Mary Woodruff, John Reed, Vir- them frequently votes with the
ginia Moss, Carole Heithcoek, Democratic side the other one—
Mary Jo Westpheling.
the one against whom I will be
running—is a partisan trademark
Very Good—Tom Powell;
Miss Mary Swann Bushart, Republican who is almost constantly fighting President Kenteacher.
Superior—Karen Treas;
.nedy and the Democratic adminExcellent—Sharon Moore, Janet istration at Washington. It is no
wonder that my opponent has
Williamson;
Very Good—Gail Bushart;
been able to accomplish so little
for the Commonwealth of KenMrs. James Carter, teacher.
Superior—Kay Mann, Cindy tucky."
"I ask the support of • every
Homra, Sallie Williams, Mary
Charlotte Kentuckian," Wyatt concluded,
Mitchell,
Elizabeth
"and I pledge you the very best
Clark, Leslie Batts;
Excellent—Terry Smith, Roma of my ability as United States
Foster, Susan Bard, Jeannie Hin- Senator from Kentucky."
Wyatt was elected Mayor of
ton, and Susan Warren.
Louisville in 1941, and received
Mrs. C. L. Maddox, teacher.
Superior Andrea Melton, Betty the largest majority ever given
Beadles, Tina Jolley, Dana Puck- a Democratic Mayor of Louisville.
Under President Truman, Wyatt
ett, Debbi, Wheeler, Pat McClure
was Housing Expediter and Adand Sheila Harrison;
Excellent—Rita Adams, Cindy ministrator of the Naticinal HousBeard, Merideth Miller and Linda ing Agency.
He made the nominating speech
Collier.
Mrs. J. U. McKendree, teacher. for Alben W. Barkley for Vice
Superior—Peggy Sturgis, Diane President at the'Democratic NaFoster, Bonita Burrow, Shelia tional Convention in Philadelphia
Lowry, Christian McKinney Mari- in 1948—and was personal camlyn McKendree, Judy Brown, paign manager for Adlai E. SteveSuzette McMorris and
Denise nson in his presidential campaign
in 1952. Wyatt has been a deleBarnes.
gate to the Democratic National
Excellent—Susan Burrow.
conventions since 1944.
A lawyer by trade, 'Wyatt is
presently the senior partner of
the law firm of Wyatt, Grafton
and Sloss in Louisville.

Smith Broadbents Named District
Methodist"Family Of the Year"
The Methodist "Family of the
Year" in the Hopkinsville District
has been selected.
The Smith D. Broadbent Jr.
family was chosen by a district
"Family of the Year Committee."
The committee considered several
local church nominations before
making its selection.
The Hopkinsville District includes Cadiz, Hopkinsville, Eddyvile, Elkton, Grand Rivers Greenville, Guthrie, Princeton and
Russellville.
A national committee will now
choose from all the district families in the United States the family which it feels is the finest
representative of good Christian
families in the, Methodist Church,
and proclaim that family as the
National "Family of the Year."
Members of the family chosen
as the "Family of the Year" will
be guests of "Together" Magazine
at the Fourth National Conference
on Family Life in Chicago in October. "Together" sponsors the
contest every four years. The family will also be featured in the

BIG 12 LB. CAPACITY!

G-E FILTER-FLO WASHER
LOW'Alyce!

Broadbent an 1 his wire Mildred
have four children. They are,
Sarah, Smith III, Robert and
Anne.

Travelers of all -tasses spent
$280 million which amounted to
8.8 per cent of the sakes and re- ceipts of all Kentucky retail trade
and consumer services in 1980...

SUPERIOR
QUALITY

(Continued from page °nay
other buildings, stock or feed and who have no reserves for replacement often are given extensive help by the Red Cross. This
help. is based, of course, on the
need -of the family rather than
actual loss.
There were 339 Red Cross disaster operations in 1960-61, Mr.
Jackson said. In these 310,700 persons were given emergency aid or
care, and 28,300 families were
giventelp by the Red Cross to get
them back on their feet after the
disaster had passed.

Wallhide
satin Fin,si,

GETTING BETTER!
F. H. Riddle, former Southern
Bell Manager here, is reported
doing fine, after suffering a heart
attack Friday. He is a patient in
the Fuller-Morgan hospital in
Mayfield.

-••••

WON'T PEEL'
CHIP OR I
CRACK
FULTON PAINT
& GLASS CO.
Phone 909

PITTSBURGH PAINTS keep that 0007m8 look longer

Come to the

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
AIR CONDITIONED

411RES

• FREE PARKING

WASHING SYSTEM
No lint fuzz with

• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM

G-E Filfer-Flo Washing system.

• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS

FULL SET OFFER!

New Nylons! With new
TUFSYN rubber! These are
Goodyear's great new All.
Weather "42" tires that ride
smoother, cooler. Save on this
Spring offer nowl

• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE

BIG 12 LB.
CAPACITY!

• IWO FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

FITS LIKE A
BUILT-IN!

I
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2
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BATTERY BUY
Great power plant for
the economy minded.
Fully charged and tested.
acid filled See us for
low prices on 12-volt tool

HOME OF THI FAMOUS

$8"

BELL TAVERN

ANY'.

C B & 0 TIRE COMPANY

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Company
208 LAKE STREET
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• ,00%
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The Fulton Women's Bowling
Association Tournament started
Sunday, March 18, and Jones Auto
Parts walked off with the championship honors in the team event.
The Jones team was made up of
Obera Johnson, Vera McAlister,
Tommie Nell Gordon, Mattie Lou
Cock and Margie Corum. The winning score shot by the new
champs was an outstanding 2,712
pins for the three games, a score
which led the nearest competitor
by nearly 150 pins.
Sirigles and Doubles events of
the tournament will be bowled
Sunday, March 25, and winners
fbr the events will be in next
week's news.

Janie Taylor Is
Honored By DAR
OUIDA JEWELL—
For Citizenship

-Nancy Janie Taylor of South
Fulton .was among the Good Citizenship award winners presented
by the Reelfoot Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution. Others honored at a luncheon last Saturday were: Elizabeth
Anne Snyder of Kenton; Almarie
Masoud, Union City; Carolyn
Sims, Mason Hall and Evelyn
Louise White of Obion County
Central.
Nancy Jane, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Taylor is the
salutatorian of this year's graduating class. She is a charter member of the Beta Club, and a men.*
ber of the FHA and 4-H Club. She
has served her class as secretary
for three years. She ranked in the
West Tennessee Math Contest for
three years.
Janie was selected by her classmates as Best All Around Student. She is also copy editor of
the Scarlet Flash and Photographic
Editor of the Annual. She is an
active member of the Oak Grove
Church of Christ.

FOR THIS WEEK

November issue of "Together."
The Broadbent family was nominated by the Mt. Zion Methodist
Church and was recognized by its
pastor, the Rev. A. M. Moss, as a
family that has contributed outstanding loyalty to the church,
community and world affairs.
Broadbent, among his many
church activities, is lay leader of
the big Louisville Conference.of
the Methodist Church, and superintendent of the Sunday School at
Mt. Zion Church in Trigg County.
He has held that position for the
past 27 years.
Other church responsibilities of
Broadbent include membership of
the board of trustees of the Methodist Hospital at Henderson and
membership of the board of Kentucky Wesleyan College at Owensboro.

RED CROSS—

Young men literally "wore their
hearts on their sleeves" during
early celebrations of Valentine's
Day. World Book Encyclopedia
relates that men chose their valentines by drawing slips of paper
(Continued from page one)
House in Lexington, Kentucky.; with names from a vase. Each
The Advisory Board of 32 mem-I young man then wore the paper
bers of the year-old company -is with his lady's name on his sleeve
holding a luncheon meeting at the for several days.'
Campbell House a-11 a. m.
In addition to the election Of
Directors, the stockholders, as,
well as the Board, will hear progress reports by company officials.
on the production record of the1
company during its first year,i
which will end on April 28. Written business of $21,000,000 for the
first 11 months operation was reported Tuesday, March 20. A total
of $24,000,000 written business
is predicted by President Harry
Lee Waterfield by April 26, the
end of -first year operation. This
amount, according to officers of
the company, breaks any previously established record by a
domestic insurance company in
Kentucky.
The shareholders will also receive detailed reports On investments and other operational matters, as well as transact other
business of the shareholders.

AREA

BOWLING NEWS

PHONE 1

FIATUR1.1,.
CHARCOM SACSUILD SMCIAMIS

303 REED ST.

PHONE 947

FULTON,KY.

Noah Clark, Gary Bennett, and
HAILSTORM HITS U. C.
Mrs. Ruby Collins, all of Fulton;
A
sh rt but possibly damaging
Randy Casey of Dukedom, Mrs.
s orni hit the Union City area
Coleman Jackson, Water Valley;
The following persons were Mrs. Roy Speed, Union City; Mrs. about 2:10 Monday afternoon. It
patients in the local hospitals on Bates Byars, Dukedom; Fred continued for about four minutes,
Wade, Crutchfield; and Clyde the size of the hailstones increasWednesday morning.
Nugent died
Edgar DeWitt
Baker, Marion, Ky.
ing gradually in size, until they
FULTON HOSPITAL
Tuesday morning in St. Louis. He
Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3,
were approximately the size of
Was 75.
WFUL Is Radio Active
small marbles.
Mr. Nugent was born in Fulton M. L. Crooks, Clinton, Route 3,
County October 12, 1886, 'son of Mrs. M. L. Crooks, Clinton, Route
the late John and Margaret Hollis 3, Mrs. Alonzo Rogers, Fulton, Joe
Nugent. He was a member of Treas, Fulton, Mrs. Ruby Linder,
•Water Valley, Mrs. Jack Speight,
Harmony Methodist Church.
Mr. Nugent leaves a son, Ray- Fulton, Mrs. Turner Pursell,
ford Nugent of Philadelphia, Pa.; Route 4, Fulton, Miss Adelle
and the,„following nieces and nep- Rhodes, Fulton, Mrs. Guy Carlton,
Mrs. Buen
hews, Mrs. Cleo Newberry, Post- Hickman, Route
mistress of Crutchfield, Mrs. Char- Yates, Fulton, Route 3, Mrs. Wes
lie Patrick of Fulton, Robert Nu- Davis, Fulton, Route 4 Manus
gent of Indiana, Ronald Nugent of Williams, Fulton, Lonnie Jackson,
Frankfort, Raymond, Horace, Mac Wingo, Route 1, Mrs. Clifton
and Marjorie Nugent of St. Louis. Short, Mayfield, Route 3, Sherri
Services were held at 2 p. m. Brown Fulton, Route 1, Miss Ella
U S.D.A.
Wednesday at the Hornbeak Fun- B. Archer, Wingo, Route 1, Mrs.
CUT-UP,SPLIT
eral Home. The Rev. J. F. Mc- Richard Castleman, Mai tin, Route
INSPECTED
OR QUARTERED
Minn officiated. Burial was in 3, Pauline Willette Fulton, Essie
Bransford, Fulton, Mrs. Kenneth
Harmony .Cemetery.
TOP
Covey, and baby, Union City,
Lb.
Route 1, Archie Bugg, Clinton,
QUALITY
Route 2 Mrs. Guy Irby, Fulton, W.
W. Koonce, Wingo, Route 1, Mrs.
Lolar Vaughan, Wingo, Route 1,
Mrs. Laura Johnson, sister of Mrs. Mart Waterfield, Royal Oak,
Mrs. Ruth Rives of •North Ury Mich., J. W.Pillow, Clinton, Rbute
street, died at 4:40 Thursday af- 1, Mrs. Ida Pegram, Fulton, Bill
7R18 CUT ROAST
ternoon at the St. Joheph hospital Brown Dukedom, Mace McDade,
of Memphis. She was 81.
Fulton, Mrs. Oder Warren HickA resident of Memphis, she was man, Miss Lillian Kennedy, FulLb
the widow of Arch Johnson, a re- ton, Mrs. Cliff Williams, Water
tired farmer who died in 1959.
Valley and Mrs. Dave Lowe, FulWhitnel Funeral home of Fulton ton.
161 CUT
Center Cut
was in charge of arrangements.
JONES
HOSPITAL
Mrs. Johnson was born in Union
Chops
Lb.
Margaret Ward, Miss. Ada HerCity and then moved to Memphis
seven years ago after making her rin, Mrs. J. W. McKinney, J. H.
home in Crutchfield, Ky., for a Harrison, H. L. Jamison, Jack
number of years. Her _stepson, Graves, Mrs. Carl Croft, Mrs. J. L.
Jones, Sr., Mrs. R. E. McGuire, all
Alonzo Johnson, lives in Fulton.
of Fulton; LaDon Fields, Wingo,
Mrs. Tommy
Jones, Hickman,
Route 4, and Mrs. Mae Wells,
Hickman.
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Some 47,000 families in Israel
representing 10 percent of thi
population are twined by CARI
Food'Crusadepackages. Deliverie,
reach both Jewish refugees, arriv
,
IC.D
ing as new immigrants, and IT
bers Of Arab and other mtnorit;
groups.

WHOLE

Lb.65g

LB.

Sliced Bacon Sale!
ALL GOOD
SUPER RIGHT

Services were held Saturday at
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
2 p. m. at the Hornbeak Funeral
Will Buck, Dukedom; Russell
Home for Clarence Burton Bellew, Swearingen, Phylis Bynum, Mrs.
81, retired Fulton County farmer, Myrtie Caldwell, Mrs. Robert
who died at his home in Crutch- Hicks, David Long, Stanley Jones,
field, Route 1 at 4:40 a. m. Friday
after an extended illness. The
Rev, Frank Clement of Hornbeak
officiated, assisted by the Rev.
Oakley Woodside of Fulton. Burial was in Union cemetery.
Born in Fulton County, April
5, 1880, he was the son of Thomas
and Emma J. Lewis Bellew. His
wife, the former Ola Wade, preceded him in death in 1960.
He leaves three daughters, Mrs.
Finis Vancil and Mrs. Jack Covington of Fulton, and Mrs. Tom
Fizzell of Mounds City, Ill.; two
sons, Cecil and Charles Bellew of
Crutchfield; 10 grandchildren and
10 great-grandchildren.
He w.as a member of the Oak
Grove Church of Christ.

Mrs. Laura St. John

45t
2 89c

HALF
1
PINT $ •
•Heoviness is filtered out — only
smoother Bourbon softness is left in.
90 PROOF KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
Distributed by Bryant Distr. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.
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CORN
CRACKERS

Clip and Save!
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.
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CURRIER & IVES
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FULTON, ET.

LB.
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COD or PERCH
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Save
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Save
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Doz
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National 4 H Club Week will be
observed March 3 - 10. More thar
2,296,000 boys and girl.„ 10 to 21
years old, belong to about 93.000
local 4-II Clubs in all O states
and Puerto Rico. In Kentucky,
Hume-Town Paper ... The News about,84,000 youth betnig to some
2,500 clubs throughout the stake.

31t

Super Right Pork Loin Sale!

Clip and Says!

Page 5

ing Chickens
(
27c

Mrs. Laura Johnson

Mrs. Laura St. John, widow of
Arthur St. John who was an army
career man, di
Wednesday
morning at the
eland Hospital
at Fort Knox, Ky. She was 66.
Mrs. St. John's husband was a
native of Fulton and a brother of
Herman St. John and Mrs. G. A.
Legg of Fulton.
She was born in Lowell, Mass.
Mrs. St. John leaves two sons,
Major Wilford St. John of Washington, D. C. and George St. John
of Memphis. She was preceded in
death by a daughter, Mrs. Nancy
Brashears.
The body is being returned to
Fulton to the Hornbeak Funeral
.1-tome. Funeral arrangements are
incomplete.

WHEELER IS DIRECTOR!
Parke Wheeler of Fulton County has been named a director of
the West Kentucky Polled Hereford Association. The association
was launched with 35 members at
a meeting in Paducah earlier this
month.

for
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week and fitted in a special shoe
He had some strained muscle that
Mrs. Carey Friel
• was giving some trouble and we
send our best wishes for a soon
Get-well wishes are extended to complete recovery.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguMrs. Ed McClain who is a patient
in the T. B. Hospital in Memphis, lar appointment at New Salem
by all friends over this communi- Baptist Church the past Sunday
The Clinton city council Monday ty. She needs several pints of at 11 A. M. where a large congrenight voted to take no action on a blood and all donors met in this gation meets each sabbath day to
petition a-king for purchase of the village early Saturday morning, worship with the beloved pastor
Kentucky Utilities Co. power sys- where transportation was provid- and family, who serves in full
tem here and converting it to a ed. They were soon on their way time. Sunday School meets at 10
to Mrs. McClain's bedside. Mr. Mc- A. M. A most active BTU with a
municipally owned utility.
The petition calling for "low cost ClaM and all the family deeply nice enrollment meets at 7:15 p.m.
power" was signed by about 400 appreciate all help from the don- with Clew Cherry as leader. Howard Harris serves as Sunday
persons. It asked the council to ors.
School Superintendent with a fine
appoint an electric plant board
The two-weeks old son of Mr.
and to pass the necessary ordi- and Mrs. Buddy O'Brian was enrollment. The evening service
Baptist
nances to start proceedings to stricken very ill last week and meets preceding the
Training Union so all are most
purchase the KU system.
was_ rushed to the Jones Clinic
A delegation in opposition to and found to be a victim of spinal cordially invited.
Mrs. Dodge Tucker of Lansing,
ths- -plan appeared before the meningitis. The infant was then
council.
rushed back to their home in Ihi- Michigan is here visiting with
It is assumed that Clint,-i`would nois for treatment. Reports from children Mr. and Mrs. Billie Yates
have to get power from the Rural there are there is no hope for re- in S. Fulton. She .s also enjoying
Electric Cooperative Corporation covery. The entire community is meeting all her friends around our
as it is o Aside Tennessee V-,Iley sad to hear of the infant's condi- village, her former home.
There is no improvement in tie
Authority toe itery as now defined tion. The O'Brian family are new
residents of this section and are condition of Mr. Will Buck, re$sy law.
The council voted to "take no parents of one other child, a dau- tired painter of Dukedom we regret to report. He is critically ill
action concerning the matter of ghter.
low cost power until such time
Mrs. Inez Vincent has returned at Hillview Hospital where he has
or times as decided by the exist- to her home near Pilot Oak, Ken- been a patieht for Several days.
Mrs. George Cunningham is
ing council."
tucky after a visit in the home of
her sister, Mrs. Grover True and making rapid stridea from a noseMr. True. Other visitors in the bleed she suffered two weeks ago.
True home Sunday were Mr. and She is now able to be getting out
Mrs. J. Ii. Lawrence and daughter some.
of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
George Barber of Mayfield. Their
Any man who tlitinks his wife
visits are always enjoyed by Mr. doesn't understanti him ought to
and Mrs. True, -who have -a wide be congratulated.'He's married to
circle of friends and relatives.
a woman who knows how to keep
. Little Howell, the two year-old a secret—Changing Times.
A Dyersourg lawyer joined the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
Tennessee governor's race last was carried to Jackson the past
Say "It's In The News"
week ana promised an old fashioned stumping campaign.
Ronald E. Little said he plans
to campaign in all 95 counties,
making specehes from the back of
In Operation 61 Years
his pickup truck and campaigning

KU Purchase
Voted Down
At Clinton

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

day afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Vodie Floyd were
visitors of Mr. and 11rs. T. C.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
House Friday evening.
Miss Eilina Lassiter passed
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor and
Mrs, Bertha Rickman called on away at the Hillview Hospital in
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and Mr. Fulton Saturday morning after a
and Mrs. Paul C,
they Saturday long illness. Her funeral anu buevening. Mr. House and Paul are rial was held %Sunday at 2:30 p.
m. at the Bethlehem Methodist
feeling much better.
Church near Pilot Oak conducted
Mrs. Maude Vincent fell one by
Bro. Norman Crittenden under
day last week and had to go ro the
the cfireeion of Jackson Funeral
hospital to be taped up.
Home.
Mesdames Lola I''ward, Lucille
Sunda
dinner guests of Mr.
Emerson and Stella Jackson visit- and Mrs Roy Emerson were Mr.
ed 'n the W. L. Rowland home on , and Mrs. Harold Carr of Lone
Tuesday of last week.'
Oak and the Rev. and Mrs. NorMr. and Mrs. P A. McGuire man Crittenden and girls of Fuland Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ma hews ton.
were visitors of toe 0. F. Taylors
Mrs. Charles Dublin is a patitnt
Friday night.
NEW BOOKMOBILE with a capacity of 2,000 books is one
in the Hillview Hospital. Hope
of 24 such units purchased during 1961 by the Kentucky LiMr. ar Mrs. Ta.mage Adams you are feeling better, Ludora.
Extension Division to replace some of the older models
brary
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. T ylor calland Dennis Ray were guests of
donated at the beginning of the Bookmobile program in 1053.
r \Ir. and \Irs.P
C'lthey Sate - ed to sec Mr. W. L. Rowland and
Here Mrs. Lillian Spencer, Frankfort, checks books out
Allis' Frie...y evening Mr. Rowfrom the Franklin County Bookmobile to four-year old Beth
-I land's condition is unchanged.
Burton (left) and five-year old Elizabeth Cay Gayhart, both
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire,
Frankfort
Mr.- and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
l.arty and Miss Nlabel• Cavender
te Sunday dinner with the Cun- •
ITS HERE
NM/ HOPE Nt.VV
ninghams.
Sonsational N. w Invention
By Mrs. Eimer Walston
Several
from this community
Sutheriand's "MD" Truss
drove
to
Jackson's
Chapel Sunday
No Belts — No Straps —
Mrs. Earl Williams and Mrs.
night to hear Bro. Thomas Smith- No Odors
Elmer Walston attended the State
mier
preach.
o...ed by Doctors — The
Little Pam Dublin visited her Line Homemakers meeting at the
Wcrld's Most Comfortable
.ncle and aunt, Mr. and Mn. home of Mrs. Willie Cavender
Truss
A bill for eventual repeal of the
Norman Puckett of Lone Oak a near Dukedom Wednesday.
Kentucky personal income tax
CITY DRUG CO.
1 few days last week.Lisa -White, 2 year old daughter died in the Senate Rules Com4cs Lake St.
of Mr. and Mrs. Lax White of mittee.
Fulton
Say "It's In The News"
Hopkinsville had the misfortune
.womors,-.".1••••
The sponsor, Rep.-- John Young
of falling and breaking her leg. Brown, D-Lexington,
said the
Lisa will be in a cast for some- committee did
not permit him to
time. Her father is the former speak
in behalf of the measure.
re;
Laura Fern Haynes of our comThe bill was approved by the
munity.
House.
C.(
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Latta, and
It would have used increased
Mrs. William Pittnuin took a trip sales tax revenue to reduce and
to Greenfield Thursday.
finally eliminate the income tax,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Patton of May- perhaps beginning in 1964.
field visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Loaves pf bread, baked from in the same style that won hlm
Walston Thursday afternoon.
Sympathy is extended to the flour delivered by CARE, are is- seats In the state legislature in
family of Clarence Bellew who sued every day to thousands of 1933- and 1935.
passed away Thursday night. The drought victims in the FARS area
Three others have announced
funeral was held at the Horn- of Iran. Contributions to the CARE as candidates for the governor's
beak Funeral Chapel Saturday af- Food Crusade, 8 Bast Chestnut nomination in the August Demoternoon with burial in the Union Street, Columbus 15, Ohio, make cratic primary. They are Carl Fry
this possible. Cemetery.
of Donelson, former Gov. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Leap and
Clement and Chattanooga Mayor
Say "It's In The Hewn"
daughter Jfftly of St. Louis spent
P. R. Olgiati.
the weekend with his sister Mrs.
Vera Jobe and son Leroy
Mr. and Mrs. James Myatt spent
the weekend with her parents in
Paducah.
21-1I
HIRAM WALKER 8, SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Frame of-St.
Louis were weekend visitors of
, .
Mrs. Willie Hill and Jack Everett.
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RUPTURE

Bill To Repeal Kentucky Income
Tax Is Killed

..('6WALKEid

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
iram Walker's

Tennessee Race
For Governor
Jumps To Four

Greenfield Monument Works
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Team.
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PERSONAL LOAN DEPARTMENT
now in operation
This new service is in keeping with progressive banking for the area
that if serves. HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr., is in charge of this new
department.

Loans made for:
Purchasing automobiles
Purchasing appliances
Signature loans
Consolidation loans
Any other personal needs

BETTER BISCUITS
EVERY TINE!
You can depend on perfect results in al!
your good baking—breads, biscuits, sweet
g,
:ocis, pastries, cookies—everything! Buy
RANCH HOUSE FLOUR now! Use it
regularly to make your own good baking

This new service is primarily for salaried people and offers an additional service to our present lending policies. The Fulton Bank solicits
your patronage. Come by and discuss your financial problems with us.

FULTON BANK

better than ever!

MEMBER:FDIC

"Safety

Service

Satisfaction"
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The kind of training our youngsters get in their impressionable years always comes back to us as we watch
them go out into the world on their own. "What you
sow, so shall ye reap," comes from the Bible, and sometimes we think it is the motto by which the teachers in
our schools live. Going through the volumes of mail we
get in a newspaper office invariably brings us an item
about the honors and achievements of the students we
have known and worked with in our area school systems and just for fun we saved them up to write a current resume of "what's among our former students."
There's a lot going on that's for sure.
Take Charlie Huddleston, for
instance. Hc's the son of Arch and
Eleanor Huddleston. Charlie is a
--student at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville and is among
the 69 quarter-finalistdein U-T's
search for a team of varsity scholars to appear on the General Electric College Bowl on May 6. We
have often viewed this Sunday
afternoon program on CBS and
the students on the team are quizkids of the first water. Charlie is
a junior at U-T and was among
the more than 150 students who
took the exam, a two-hour written
test covering 12 subject areas.
They are now competing in oral
exams, similar to the type on the
GE College Bowl program. Charlie called home last week and
told his parents about his selection and said he didn't know about
his passing the other tests.
And then comes Tuesday's mail
and we find that, as we felt he
would. Charlie was one of the 12
finalists in competition for four
spots on the University's "College
flowl" team which will begin
daily scholastic tvorkouts Wednesday.
Eight students will be selected
to meet an undetermined opponent May 6 on the nationally
televised quiz program. Four will
be alternates. The group has been
narrowed down from an original
field of nearly 200 students.
, Getting scholastic honors Is getting to be a habit with likeable,
brilliant Charlie Huddleston. We
couldn't begin to name them. But
when he was a freshman at U-T
at Knoxville he was the number
three student in his class. You
know who Was number one ...
Ruth Louise Butts, another Fulton
High School graduate who has
kept abreast with the honor pace
among former local
students.
Know how many students in that
class . . . more than 2600.
To get back to Charlie . . . he
was also a finalist in the Scholarships for Merit while he was a
senior in High School. Kenneth
Turner, (WFUL's Kenneth and

Miss Arline Viniard Becomes Bride
Of Don Swearingen Here March 17
Miss Arline Viniard, daughter Fulton.
of the Rev. and Mrs. Arlie Viniard
The bride was gruivated from
of Mayfield, Route 3, became the Ballard Memorial at LaCenter in
bride of Don Swearingen, son of 1959 and from Drauhan's BusiMr. and Mrs. Russell Swearingen ness College in Paducah in 1960.
of South Fulton Saturday, March She is employed as secretary and
17 at 5 p m. at the South Fulton ttrkper at
Radio Station
Baptist Church. The Refirtrairi—
Allen, minister, officiated.
The groom was graduated from
Those attending the impressive Fulton High School in 1957. He is
wedding ceremony were Miss an interior decorator.
„
Relma Harris and Russell SwearThe young couple ik making
ingen, Jr. both of Paducah and their home at 410 Broad vay In
Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Cnthey of South Fulton.

around the globe, you must know
what kind of a. fellow it takes to
be asked to become an astronaut.
So you can see what kind of an
officer Billy Murphy is to be invited to volunteer. Whether he
eccepted or not, is not the issue.
The fact that he was 'good enough
Agnes Turner's boy) was also a to be asked is good eviugh for our
money. Billy and Susan and little
finalist.
Katy and Harry might pay us a
visit come this summer.
And like as how it was prophetic Tuesday's mail also brings us
Then there's Dr. Tommy Nall, a
news that Ruth Louise Butts, has
'young fellow whose career we
been elected president of Gamma
have watched ever since we've
Alpha Chapter of Delta Gamma
known him as a bright young man
Sorority at the University of
at Fulton High. Tommy is practicTennessee in Knoxville. She has
ing medicine An New York with
previously served as social chaira very prominent and a very well
man and pledge president of her
established woman doctor in that
Greek group.
city. The fact that he's practicing
Louise holds Junior standing
is good news to us. We thought
and has maintained at 3.57 overhe'd never give up studying and
all average during her three years
more studying, although his Dad
at the University. In addition to
tells us that he's doing some kindthis outstanding scholastic record,
& advanced research now. Tommy
her s extra-curricular
activitie has received his
call into the
have included Panhellenic treasarmed services and isn't too hapurer vice president of her dormipy about the fact that he doesn't
tory, beauty section edition of the
know exactly when he will don
university yearbook and Campus
olive drab: He wants in, serve his
Club.
,tour of duty, and get out so he
can settle down to this business
Then there's the news item of doing more studying and more
about Ophelia Speight. It comes practicing in a long term manner.
from the University of Kentucky.
Ophelia, a'claughter of Mr. and
The story goes on and on.
Mrs. Jack Speight has earned a
place on the College of Education
John Cunningham, formerly of
Dean's list for the first semester. Fulton, was placed on the Honor
To be eligible for the Dean's list, Roll at Freed Hardeman College
a student in the College of Educa- Henderson, Tennessee for the fall
tion must have achieved a 3.4 semester. To be on the Honor Roll
standing or better during the se- a student must make 3.5 quality
mester. The highest possible points. John made 3.78.
standing is 4.0, and we'd say this
There are 563 students enrolled
outstanding college freshman from
Fulton High School is getting for the Fall Semester at Freed
mighty close to perfect, as she Hardeman College and thirty-five
was in nearly everything she did achieved the honor roll.
while at Fulton High.
He will graduate on May 31st
with honors, Magna Cumb Laude.
It seems that our former stu- He graduated from Fulton High
dents excel in almost every field School in June of 1960.
of endeavor. we could not help
-—
but remember during John Glenn's
And then whatever Ella Doyle
historic orbital flight that one of does never surprises
us. After we
our very own boys had been in- had the pleasure of
introducing
vited to volunteer to become an Ella as the principal
speaker at
astronaut. Capt. Billy Murphy, the Kennel banquet
recently and
Harry and Marian's fine son, is an then hearing
her address, it
officer in the Strategic Air Corn. wouldn't surprise
us if she became
maid and Is now stationed at some national
television comAbilene, Texas. If -you marvelled mentator
day
any
now.
at Glenn's tremendous ability and
courage as you followed him
Ella, daughter of Mrs. George
F. Doyle of Fulton, has been named to the fall semester Dean's
List at Memphis State University,
Memphis, Tenn.
To be placed on the Dean's List
at Mal, a student must make at
least- three A's, not more than
two B's, and no C's while taking
at least 15 semester hours of
caber's-work. Ella was among 78
students from MSU's 6,285 fall enrollment who were named to the
list. She made all A's. •
A senior, she is majoring in political science and journalism.

NOW...you can get clear,sharp TV pictures
on CHANNELS

3-6-12

with this
GREAT NEW

The Dean's List honors stun "its
who excell
scholastically. To
qualify for the list students must
earn a point average of 2.125. A 3
point average is the highest possible achievement.

custom engineered for

FIILTON
Engineoritrd and Reid
tested on location here by
the nationally famous

&NCO mobile
esearch laboratories
in close cooperation
with local servicemen

COPYRIGHT ,
1 60 TH6 PINNEY CO.

TNE FINNEY COMPANY • BEDFORD, OHIO
THE WORLD'S FOREMOST MANUFACTURER OF TV ANTENNAS
THESE FISMi

ILL lie ott,WY to

.5 YOU 1HE IINCO S1ORY EAST HAND

ROPER TV SERVICE
MERRYMAN APPLIANCE
WADE TELEVISION
BENNETT ELECTRIC

." •

One hundred and three Union
University students have been
named to the semester honor roll,
known as the Dean's List, for the
Fall semester of the current school
year.
An average of B or above is required to be eligible for the Dean's
List at Union.
The following student from Ful
ton county was named to the honor roll: Phillip Jeffries of Fulton.
Miss Joyce Marie McCall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duren McCall of Dukedom, enrolled In the
Gradwahl School of Laboratory
Technique in St. Louis last week.
She will take a one year course of
training at the school, then serve
a six months' hospital laboratory
internship, after which she will be
a ualified medical laboratory technician. She is a May, 1961, graduate of Cuba High School.
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Is To Aid New Students

The world's highest priced
hope this pamphle will also be of
great benefit in encouraging 'Thoroughbred yearling —$130,000
freshmen to do their bet in high —was sold at Keeneland's 1961
July sales
school work.
_
-

The quill and Scroll is sponsoring a project ti help incoming
freshmen and new 'students to become better acquainted with Fulton High School. A pumphlet containing general information will
be given to each freshman or new
student on his first day at the
nr .v school.

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 22, 1962

yEntLi

It happened

The pa-iehlet will coutain a
message from the principal and,
the superintendent; a rough sketch
of the floor plan of the school:
the clubs a student may join and
wot k toward; and the honors that
may be attained by high school
students.

The oldest incorporated trade association in the country.
the Wilted States Brewers Assoc ation, was organized in
1862 ... the same year that

The Quill and Scroll members

The Fulton County Teacher's
Association held its annual dinner
on February 22, at the Hickman
Grade School cafeteria with Bobby Stuart acting as host. Mrs.
Letha Mae Luten, president, presided over the meeting and Mrs.
Opal Purcell had charge of the
program. Dr. Ralph A. Tesseneer,
Jr. of Murray State College, guest
speaker, gave a very interesting
and timely talk on the subject
"Are you Frustrated?". Mrs. Luten presented the NEA charter to
Supt. Robert Summers. This char- • IC,: trio, y, .1 wear this amazter is only to schools with 100
ing New Sunotone hearing aid ALL
per cent membership in local, IN YOUR EAR! No cord, nothing
worn anywhere else. The smallest
state, and national organizations
Sonotone ever, it weighs only
of teachers.
half an uw.ce, including battery.
Some 116 members and guest
enjoyed _a_terkey dinner prepared
by Mrs. Rozella Aquino and
her
OF PADUCAH
staff. An entertaining program
120 S. 5th St.
BOX 1133
was given by the piano pupils
of
Mrs. Harry Newton and
Mrs. Paul Batteries, hearing aid
supplies:
Stahr. Mrs. Torn Johnson
rendered
CITY DRUG COMPANY
a vocal solo. Group
singing was
408 Lake St.
led by Mrs. Johnson.
Fulton, Ky.

'THAT'S ALL?'

7
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IN KENTUCKY, General John H. Morgan and hiS Confederates made
their first major raid into Kentucky in the summer of 1862. Among
the towns they looted were Glasgow, Elizabethtown, Lk.toarlon, caye
City, Midway and New Hope.
Then as now, beer was the traditional beverage of
,moderation. But beer also means a better, growing
economy for Kentucky. Each year the brewing industry pours some S8G00,000 Into Kentucky's economy through taxes, Payrolls and purchases.
TODAY, in its centennial year, the United Status
Brewers Association still works constantly to ,a::',ure
maintenance of high standards of quality and propriety wherever beer and ale are served.

OM*.

•

as;

KENTUCKY DIVISION

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION,INC.
iloggE1111.111i11111
'
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Second Big Week Of Our

LOUISVILLE

JUST IN
TIME FOR
SPRING AND
EASTER

4

West Kentucky's Largest Clothiers!

SUITS
FOR THE
PRICE OF We Ask You: Where in the World Can You Beat A Deal Like Th:,!
Hundreds and hundreds of Suits--Sportcoats—Slacks—Topcoats THIS IS ALL
1st QUALITY

MERCH-

ANDISE: No factory irregulars or rejects in our store.

DRESS UP

ALL THE MALE

THE FAMILY

AT TREMENDOUS

SAVINGS!

FREE PRIZES!
:You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win)

FIRST PRIZE
Complete Man's Wardrobe — (Had to
Toe) Approximate Value $1 00.00

Grand-Opening prices on single suits:
Reg. $60 Dacron and wool summer suits
$34.95
Reg. $65 100
(
(
" wool year-round suits
$34.95

SECOND PRIZE
Complete Boys' Warurobe (Head to Toe)
Approximate Value $65.00

Now! For Spring and Easter BUD
BERMA brings you $3.95 & $4.50
single needle tailored.

FORTUNE SHOES
For Men

$8.95 to $15.95

For Boys

$6.95

Crosby Square Shoes
$10.95 to $16.95

Come in Now and Register for

MEMBERS OF

Mix one wool suit and one summer suit
—OR—
Mix one suit and one topcoat
- —OR—
Mix 1 sport coat and slacks and one suit
—OR—
Mix similar combinations in Boys wear

Ninety-two students made the
'Dean's List at Lambuth College
during the first semester of th..:
1961-82 school year, according to
Dr. Walter H Whybrew, dean of
instruction.

On the Dean's list from Fulton,
Kentucky, is Judith Browning, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Browning, 514 3rd. Street. Miss
Browning is a senior.

TV''AlesITENNA

County Teachers
Have Dinner-Meet

Quill & Scroll Pamphlet

PL

ial shoe
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and we
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The News reports your - - -

Short Sleeve Comfort Shirts
$2.69 EACH

2 FOR $5.

ADAM HATS BVD underwear
and sox PIONEER belts and accessories.

$5 to $5.95 VALUES!
Luxurious, imported Bud Berma
White-On-White DRESS SHIRTS
Sanforized; single-needle tailored

$3.50 EACH

3FOR $10

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
FOR MEN AND BOYS
218 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY.
STORES ALSO LOCATED
AT 211 SOUTH 6TH ST. MAYFIELD AND 518 BROADAY, PADUCAH

Young Man Given'1
Jail Term For
Cold-Checking

Citizens of Tomorrow

Haskell Garrett, Jr., 21, of
Jackson, Mo. was fined $30 and
given a 15rday sentence in the
Fulton County jail, here Friday
morning, charged with cold-checking.'
Police Chief Jean Smith said
that Garrett had cashed two cold
checks in two local stores, and
then went to the City Drug and
attempted to cash a $20 check.
C. H. McDaniel,' owner, became
str.picious and called the police.
Chief Smith said that Patrolman
Guy Perry answert d the
and
saw Garrett walking down Lake
Street enroute to his hotel room
at the Fulton Hotel. When be saw
the policeman he started rurning
and Perry went in pursuit, but he
got away running down the railroad tracks near Atkins Used Car
lot.
Top row) (left to right): TERESA ANN PERRY
. age 7 1-2,
Police Chief Smith and State DONNA GLYNN PERRY,
age 9, and TIMOTHY WARD PERRY, age
Trooper Dennis Smith then tent 3, children of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
G. Perry of Route 1 Fulton; grandafter him in the car and arrest, d children of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Perry,
Fulton Route 1 and Mrs.
him near the I. C. coal chute, Ozell Holmes of Chicago.
(Bottom rex (left to right): DEBRA KAY MeGUI
north of Fulton. He refused to
RE, age 4 1-2,
stop, until they fired two shots daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buford McGuire, Route 5 Fulton;
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Jackson of
over his head. _
Fulton and Mrs. Edna Wiggins, Lynnville, Kentucky; SHERRY LYNN BROW
N,
age
8
mo.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip E. Brown of Fulton
Route 1, grandKentucky has had a 125 per' daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arnie
cent increase in its travel business Mrs. W. J. Shepherd, Fulton Route Brown, Crutchfield and Mr. and
1; DARLE
since 1948, the Copeland survey ghter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilber of South NE WILBER, age 4, dauFulton, granddaughter of
on tourist and travel has indicat- Mrs. Fred Wilbur of Murray, Kentucky and Mrs.
Aubrey Choitte•
Wingo, Route I.
ed.

Julian Carroll is Speaker,Mrs.
Sensing To Preside AtPTA Meet

Call witk
Comfideffee

•

*
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Julan Carroll, Kentucky State
Representative, 2nd District, an
outstanding young attorney, will
be guest speaker for the annual
Spring Conference of First District PTA on Thursday at Paducah-Tilghman High School, -24th
and Washington Sts.,. 'Paducah,
rneetirg beginning at 10 o'Hock
a. m.
Mrs. Erl Sensing, President,
First District PTA, will preside at
the conference, the Paducah City
Council being hosts. Mrs. Herman
Connor. President of Paducah City
Council and Mrs. William Britton,
Presid r
Paducah Tilghman
.PTA•' i" be in cliirge of arrangements.

A meeting of the Board of
In the event of a death away from
home, get in touch with us before Managers will be held at 9 a. m.
and registration of delegates will
making
any- arrangements.
Through our nation wide connec- begin at 9:30 a. m. Luncheon will
tions we. have the facilities for be served at 11:15 a. m. Mr. Carhandling a case from place of -roll will speak in the afternoon,
,death. to the final interment, no his topic being, "Better Communimatter what. the distance may be. cation for Quality Education".
First District is comprised of 80
units in 13 counties with 4 Coun
cils—Ballard, Mayfield, McCracken and Paducah City Councils;
Counties included are: Ballard,
Carlisle, McCracken, Fulton, Hickman. Graves, Marshall, Trigg,
Lyon,
Livingston, Crittenden, CaldAWES NEEDIAM—RIAll
well and Calloway. Membership
is well over 18000 in the district.
Ka Can
The voting body for Theconference will be made up Of local

HORNBEAK

aeilet

St:MasiIlike,11).

SPRING SEED
AND PLANTING NEEDS
Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
All Kinds of flo-,ver seed
Many PATENTED rose bushes, plus a large
supply of other kinds
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees

unit delegates, one for each 25
members, based on this year's
membership, the'local unit Presidents, and members of the District Board of Managers. County
School Superintendents are especially invited as guests of the
District PTA.
•
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr., is chairman of the Horne and Family
Life
Committee and W. L. Holland
is
chairman of .the legislation
committee Of the organization.
AT CANCER MEET
Mrs. Harry Allison, Mrs.
Oden
Fowler, Mrs. W. C. Jacobs
and
Mrs. Mildred Freeman attende
d a
Cancer Society meeting at
the
Trenton Motel Restauraat....la
st
Wednesday. The Woman's Club
is
sponsoring the drive in April
locally, with Mrs. Mildred Freema
n
as chairman and Mrs. W.C.
Jacobs
as co-chairman.
. Home News In The News

South Fulton
People Hurt In
Two-Car Crash

Obion County General hospital
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 22, 1962
Sunday night were Mrs. Freda Page 8
McCollum, 18, wife of the driver
of the car, and Danny McCollum,
GOOD DEAL!
17, brother of the driver. Both
SWIM Is Radio Active
were dismissed after treatment,
Charles M. Moon, Fulton, rethe officers reported.
cently sold five Aberdeen-Angus
cows and a registered Angus bull
Trooper Menees said Mr. Mc- to Cannon's
Two persons suffered bruises
Greenlea Farm,South
and minor cuts in a two-car acci- Collum was driving north toward Fulton, Tennessee.
ASK ASOUT NEPHRON INHALANT, A
dent on the Union City-Kenton Union City, meeting the SouthPLRASANT AND PROMPT RELIEF EVEN
Highway Sunday night, State bound Shatz auto, when the cars
FROM THI MOST DISTRESSING
Say "It's In The News"
SYMPTOMS
Troopers Bill Menees and Tom sideswiped on the bridge. The
Shatz carskidded across the high- Home-Town Paper
Kilpatrick reported today.
.. The News
CITY DRUG CO. FULTON
The accident at 9:30 Sunday way, he said, and ran down a
IIIIIERIENsgmmEw
night occurred about 10 miles bank on the east side of the
south of Union City on the bridge highway, stopping just short of a
at the north end of the Kenton considerable amount of Obion
river_ backwater. The Ford conlevee. Involved were a 1959
Fort _ vertible remained on the bridge.
mnvertible, driven by James
C.
McCollum, 21, of South Fulton,
Damage to the Pontiac was estiand a 1961 Pontiac, driven by
mated at $1,000. The Ford was
Sam L. Shatz, 75, business man
of termed a total loss. Mr. Shatz was
Kenton.
shaken up but not hurt, Trooper
Injured and treated at
the Menees said.

4:111:13,11

Seed and Fertilizer

1 to 7 YEAR LOAN
TO FARMERS
For

Farm Equipment - - Livestock
Clearing - Autos - Buildings
Trucks - - Fencing

$78.00
$77.00
$86.25
$53.00

No. 1 Kobe (dodder free)
No. 1 Kobe
No. 1 Korean Lespedeza
Korean Lespedeza

$26.00
$23.00
.$19.00
$17.00

BABY CHICKS
COMMERCIAL LAYER BREEDS: New Hampshire Red, White Rock, Barred Rock, White Leghorn

and other

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

Straight run
Pullets
Cockerels

Repay Loans When Farm Products
Are Sold
- Interest For Only The Days You Use
Money

$15.00 hundred
$25.00 hundred
$11.00 hundred

LET US BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW FOR
DELIVERY WHEN YOU WISH.

Loans May Also Be Made For General
Operating Expenses

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Mgr.
227 Clinton Street
Hickman, By.
Phone 2506

35.5% Ammonium nitrate, ton
30-10-0 Ammonium phosphate, ton
63% Phosphate ton
60% Muriate of Potash, ton

WED
STATE/

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

•

Phone 399

New Sh17 ment of trees and Shrubs on the way!

CONCORD GRAPE VINES
Kenland White and Ladino clover
Grass seed. orchard grass, Red Top,
Timothy, live Grass, Bluegrass
Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed

itClutt.C.144/.5.0fis
East State Line
FENCING

Phone 202 - 602
ROOFING

"Listen to our ads over WFUL"

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERAIIVE SERVICE AGENCY

WARREN BARD
Field Office Mgr.
West Court Sq. Bldg.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5161

Just arrived!

111111i1•1111111111111111111111111111111r

Onions Sets ....Seed Potatoes

WHEN YOU HEAR FOLKS SAY
It's The Finest . They're Talking About
Swift "Proten" Beef... Tender Every Time!
SWIFT PROTEN

SWIFT PREM.

ALL

T
Sirloin Steak...Lb. 99c Bologna .... MEA
Lb. 39c
TOPPY BRAND
SWIFT PROTEN
Bacon • • • • Lb 49c Rib Steak ,.. Lb. 79c

ROUND STEAK

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM

HO
CENTER CUT
FROMSWIFT
PRO N B

lb. 7939cc

CRISCO aLb.Can • • 89c SALMON
59c FizeiliUMBliDoISzIC.Jar
ICE CREAM
.
1-2 Size Can

PINK AND WHITE DOGWOOD TREES
Flowering Quince
Crepe Myrtle

S. Fulton

SWIFT
• •

•

Happy Vale Pink

1 2 GAL.

IRK & BFANS

BIG CTTIEF

QT.

LIBBY DEEP
BROWN 14 oz. CAN

WASHED RED

79C

10c

PEANUT BUTTER . . . . . 59c POTATO
ES . •
HEINZ STRAINED
10 Lbs. 39c
2:
1 2 SIZE CAN
29c
BABY FOOD . . . . . . JAR 10c PEARS
Rosedale • • • •

BANANA

GOLDEN
RIPE LB.

c
2

22, 1962
lkctive
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to the new neighbors.
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Woodson
•PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Ckarles Lowe • have sold their farm to Mrs.
Blanch Carter of the Clayton
The Spring revival is in pro- community and Rev. Cottrell has
gress a tJohnson's Grove. Rev. sold to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Milner
Tommy Perkins, the pastor will of near Union iCty.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cashion and
bring the message at 7:30 each
night this week. The public is children of Fulton visited his
grandmother, Mrs. Myrtle Orleans
cordially invited.
Sunday afternoon.
Its moving day in and arou:A
Mrs. Bud Stem is spending this
Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mayweek in Paducah with her dauhall are moving to the Lizzie Love
ghter Mrs. Wallace Cunningham
place, Mr. and Mrs. Kelton Hardy
and family.
of the Liberty Church. CommuniWe are glad to report "Suh"
ty are moving to the Mayhall
Bennett is home from Hillview
place and Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Hospital and able to be back at
Eddington are moving to Dock
his job driving a school bus. His
Nanney's.
son Garry was taken to the BapMr. and Mrs. Jesse Laird have
tist Hospital in Memphis last week
moved to the Claude Graddy
for a check-up but is home and
place.
doing nicely.
We regret loosing these nice
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Stephens
folks but extend a warm welcome
who are in school at Knoxville,
Tennessee spent the weekend
ver,i-th relativet
Mrs. Bill Rogers and daughter,
Linda, Miss Pamela Greer, Jack
Lowe and David Long attended
the basketball game in Nashville
last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Adams and
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Counce of
Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Mansil Roach. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin.
Charcoal Filtered
MeCoulah of -Memphis were Saturday afternoon guests in the
100 PROOF
Roach home.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawson of
NEW
Sturgis spent the weekend with
Mrs.
Lawson's parents, Mr. and
REDUCED
Mrs. Riley Smith.
PRICES
Mrs. Mattie Rogers is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Jack Raymond
and family in Nashville.

ROCK SPRING NEWS
By Nettle Lee Copelen
Floyd Conner and Douglas
Jackson visited Elmoore Copelen
for awhile Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Ella Veatch visited awhile Sunday
morning with Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Sanders.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
James Williams spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mr. Carl Bell was called to Arkansas Wednesday to see his
father, who is very ill.
Mrs. Mary Rice spent Wednesday night with her mother Mm.
Carl Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and girls went to Paducah to see
Bi
Green, who is in the Baptist
ospi I.
Car Bell returned tome Saturday. H
ther is some better at
this writing.
Roy Byrd spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Verlie Byrd.

GLENMORE
VODKA

$h_40
-wit/5
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Invite You To Get Acquainted
OLIVE & COOK FURNITURE STORE
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

PIERCEALL ELECTRIC REBUILDING, REPAIRINC
GENERATORS, MOTORS, WITH EXPERT SERVIC

This company will handle all by the wide aril-:.,
_Doubtless you plan some iin- !mini pf customer satisfaction at a
your electric motor problems in- of their clientele and the fact th.
peovements in your home'this sea- minimum price.
cluding new or re-built motors. .Mring their many years in bus
son. If so, this brief message will
pLIVE & COOK FURNITURE which are in excellent condition. ness volume
has been ever on ti
point the way to an easy, Satis- STORE has served the people of
They are ir. a position to provide increase.
factory solution to your buying this area reliably and well. By
expert motor service however miThi management ;irides its
problems. We refer to the OLIVE stocking only items manufactured
nor or large. They repair; com- on the reputation the compar
& COOK FURNITURE STORE by well established and
duly re- pletely rewind or rebuild motors has Made due to the- lualay
where new and beautiful styles cognized home furnishings
con- for dealers, electrical repairmen, workmanship turned out by
the
and patterns of suites, occasional—cerns, they have won and
held industries and for *farmers.
highly trained an.a• specialized m
pieces, lamps, carpets, rugs; etc., the confidence of their
patrons.
Concerns andindividuals calling chunks. If your problem is
ele
await your inspection.
Through rendering prompt and upon their service invplve no risk
trical and you vant the job doe
This furniture company special- courteous service, such
as free as their work is fully guar.nteed. right, phone 24.7-5181 for
nig'
izes in Early American bedroom, estimates, on-the-spot
delivery, Rebuilt motors from their 'large service and.holidays call CH
7-251
living room and dining room furni- and satisfactory
installation of stock carry a new motor service or take your trouI,le t Pierce
ture in maple and cherry. Also, a carpets and kindred
items, they guarantee Proof of the reliability Elet;trie on
Ron
full selection of wall accessories now serve an
ever-growing client- of their workmanship is evidenced 2 Mayfield.
such as pictures, spice cabinets, ele of satisfied
customers. You will
etc. Every item they feature is of find many 'beautiful
displays in
the best of quality and reflects their store located
BARCLAY'S JUNK YARD
at 114 W.
the best of taste. In short, this Broadway in
EAST BEELERTON
Mayfield. Phone CH
OFFERS IMPORTANT COMMUNITY SERVICE
progressive
store
Mrs. E
offers
the
maxiMcMorries
7-3663.
'Barclay's Junk Yard conducts atai I.. hieheo
te:
ono of the most necessary business with the conditnee; of
Mrs. Modie Darnell of Gleason,
the marki
W.
B.
VENABLE
CONSTRUCT
institutions
ION CO.
of the community.
Tenn. spent last week with Mr.
Call them for information I
This firm is an extensive buyer phoning CH 7-2971.
and Mrs. Winfred McMorries, COMMERCI
Located
AL
—
INDUSTRIA
L
and
—
dealer
in scrap. batteries, 1325 W. Broadway in Mayfield.
RESIDENTIAL
Eugene and Glenda.
iron,
and
Metals.
Pat Clifton is a patient in the
We are pleased to camplitre•!
When selecting a contractor to Broadway, by so many
satisfied
By the efficient methods upon the firm for the splendid servic.
LeBonheur hospital, Memphis, erect a residence or a commercial customers
in the Mayfield area which they operate they
are mar- they render and we ‘,vish to dire.
Tenn. He is getting along fine.
building, many important factors can only mean that
this firm has ket centers in this community and
Kathy Chipman spent Sunday Should be given earnest consider- kept faith
your attention to their depot
with them in fulfilling therefore are able to pay
the high- one of the important business pla,
with Glenda McMorries.
ation. Has the contractor in mind their many
contracts and has est market prices for these items.
Mrs. Ethel Burress spent a few proven his ability on the basis of abided by
es of this.section and to its mair
the best principles of
The management has always agement as among our
days last week with Mr. and Mrs. past performances? Is his range of general
best cit.
contracting. You may be been courteous. and ready and
will- zens.
Jim Walker and Mary Jane.
experience wide enough to enable sure that if he submits
a
bid
on
ing
to
give
the
best
of service
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner, him to cope with any and ll your work,
Qt.
that it will include the
Ancient and modern history Mrs. Bill Graig and little Bill problems which constantly arise very best
of performance as he
meet in Petra, Jordan: two caves, spent Saturday in Memphis.
during any construct;,
-- work?
always has ancDalways intends to
RED BIRD LANES
carved from the mountains in 200
We are glad to see Mrs. J. H.
Does he follow spectrications arid keep his reputation as outstand"FOR HEALTH AND PLEASURE"
B. C., haye been turned into Vaughn home from the Baptist
ing
use only the best available maamongst General Contractors,
I 1/2 Pt.
health clinics, where 200 poor Hospital in Memphis.
- - ---t-Cr-Ms and skilled
RED BIRD LANES is a social
workmen in intact.
There is no activity like bowlir
children get a dairy CARE lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner each
trade? These are only a few
Glemnore Distillation Co.
It would be to your interest to center of this section. that is very to give you all around exercis.
Meals-ire made from $1 Food Cru- visited for a while Sunday with
of the many questions to be look- get his estimate on
a new Home- popular with those who love clean As a result, a person is able I
sade packages sent through CARE, Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorries
Louisville and Owensboro,
ed into before entrusting a con- Garage — or Utility
Building — recreation fen' many miles around. relax and to sleep better and •
8 East Chestnut Street, Columbus and family.
Kentucky
Bowling is one game that every- improves and regulates the ar
struction job'of any kind to a con- Phone CH 7-5484.
Nights-Sun15, Ohlo. "
Mr. Daniel Clifton of Detroit,
tractor.
days - or Holidays Phone CH 7- one should engage in at least oc- petite. If you desire some re
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Burton ClifThe endorsement of W. B. VEN- 3270.
casionally. Not only does it offer pleasure, make up a party
ton and girls of California visited
ABLE Construct on at 322 W.
pleasant recreation combined with friends and go down to bowl son
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Clifton last
healthful exercise but is a skill evening. There.is no. question hr•
You'll Say they're delicious!
week.
game too. Along with the company what 'everyone would enjoy i
HALE CHEVROLET CO.
of friends, you acquire a precision young or old, man or woman.
that constantly improves to make
In Greece, 180,000 CARE Food
We recommend the RED BM.—
"HOME
OF
you a constant winner. Alone or LANES.. for the very 'finest
GOOD USED CARS"
Crusade packages are needed this
with others, the playing of this bowling lanes. There is a selecti.•
year, to help feed 35,000 destiThe management and salesmen money.
game stimulates_ within you a de- of bails to suit everyone 'and
tute families with young children. of HALE
tl
CHEVROLET
CO.,
are
HALE
CHEVROLET
CO.,
is
Lake Street
sire to win. It is an incentive pin service is excellent. So, do;
Fulton, Ky.
The $1 packages can be subscribed
used car specialists. They know now recognized as "Used Car"
that is carried over-into the busi- lose a single opportunity,to enj.
through CARE, 8 East Chestnut
good used cars rod have values headquarters and their volume is
ness and social world and where-- tins healthy invieorating•paStin
NaliallalliNIONEMBINMEINM/ Street, Calumbus 15, Ohio.
to offer that ca hardly be told tremendous. There is a reason—
ever you find bowlers you will
RED BIRD LANES is located
from brand new and with years Better Values, Wider Selection
find a big percentage of leaders 'Mayfield on N. 17th. Phone C.
of smooth, satisf gory running in and Absolute Dependability. It
in some field. 7-6464.
'ays to deal with a dealer you
This enterprising firm, being a can trust. We feel HALE CHEVpermanent institution in our com- ROLET CO., is such a dealer.
THE STEAK HOUSE
munity eliininates every element
"They are easy to trade with."
"FOR EATING PLEASURE"
of risk or gamble when buying a Inspect these Good Values at
used car. They are sight behind HALE CHEVROLET CO., 408 S.
People from all over this part lar appetite. Good f aid is a wate•
every car sold and see that it pro- 6th in Mayfield, before you make of the state, the tourists and visi- word with this
concern and b
vides the maximum of service and a final decision. Phone CH 7-2882. tors, all with acclaim, have pro- management is so
careful in sir
pleasure for' the least amount of
nounced The Steak House as out- !flying hi.zh quality continuall
standing for food and one of the that it is a place yeti may go
finest in this section.
be absolutely sure of a go.el me:
MARVIN W. GIPSON PAINTING CONTRACTOR
Located with parking accommoImi anti!Sir; to always providh
dations close at hand, it makes a the better grade of tisit
purl i
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
popular center for autoists who of the management includes
-sera
in town for the day.
are
ing
it
at
the
lowest
possible prie
Many read I, of this -Busin. -- Vii have at your service a manIt is attractively furnished which The laree amount of hosine
Review" will undoubtedly plan on agement with a wide background
makes it a. most cheerful place and which they enjoy enahles tin
doing that painting and decorat- of experience employing only the
here amidst confer table stirroued- restaurant to carry out the "being job without any further delay. most skilled painters available.
ings, one of the most ?ourtentis feud" policy even with the
Whether it's domestic, commer- For each type of painting or decogreat,
services is affording the public. cost which is necessarily incurr.
cial, or industrial painting or in- rating they have the proper equipAt The Steak House you will find in using better erades. The Ste:,
side or out there is no better time ment which means better work in
all the satisfaction of good service Hotise is loc4ted in Mayfield
re-ss time at a saving.
than now.
plus a very high quality of food Felton Rd. Phone CII 7-9170.
Painting preserves the surfaces
Past .experiences recommend that will
please the most partictiof building materials plus the in- them' as being very thorough and
crease in value and attractiveness neat in performance of their work.
that it brings about.
A phone call to CH 7-5456, will
DUNCAN DRUG STORE
MARVIN W. GIPSON in May- bring a representative to give you
OUTSTAND
ING PHARMACISTS
field at 15th itr Houseman is a an estimate and to make arrangefirm deservine your most careful ments to get the painting or decoThis- drug store is
.staffed with gard and it is pi.dronized by pe,
consideration for many reasons r,ding started.
professional pharmacists who give pie' living many miles arour
the most careful attention to the Mayfield.
env-mum-ling of
prescriptions.
In addition to drugs.'they han
..
WILSON NALL MOVING & STORAGE
They recognizethat from the point d cosmetics, stationery, tobace.
of view,of the public welfare, this an innumerable' items require
PADUCAH RD.—MAYFIELD--PHONE CH 7-3018 is the most far-reaching
and Most
everyday use. Whatever tl
I complete movie,
A mod( I ,
: are storing your furnishings the important of all the services that hem iil., you will find it .to be ti
and storage !vice is offered to facilities they make available are a drug store renders. Conscious of finest quality merchandise an
this• responsibility, you will flnd priced right.
our people by Wilson Nall Moving the most modern to be had.
In conclusion. we wish to mal
& Storage. They engage in local
Wherever your next move may their pharmacists to be very preand long distance moving and as- be to, you name the place And cise in, the compdfinding tif all pre- .note of the sthres convenient 1,
cation at 115 E. Broadway. The
sume complete responsibility for .\\Nilson Nall Moving & Storage scriptions.
The management of this drug present large volume of laisine
all your problems connected with will get Your goods there intact
,* and without any delay. Although store is known for his exceeding has la•Crl the raselt of • forwar
moving.
For various reasons people must their prices are very reasonable qualifications in all phases of lookine efforts comhined wi
move at one time or another. But, they still include the many years the drug business and the entire modern improvements in . dru
Here's Why It Pays To "Spencerize" With
thanks to the services of this firin experience at moving whith gives personnel in noted for their friend- merchandising.
To .phone Duncan. Drug Sto:
the hardshifis of packing, etc., them that all-important know ly attitude in their relations with
Spencer "Mr. N" Ammonium Nitrate:
have been removed. They handle how. They are authorized agents the store's Many customers. Phy- the number ' - CH 7-3345.
the complete job with such effici- for North American Van Lines. A sicians hold the store in high reIt takes above-average yields these days to get
Spencer "Mr. N" Ammonium Nitrate is the
beyond the break-even point and make the
ency and thoroughneas that you phone call to CII 7-3018 will get
favorite of many farmers in our area for good
profits you really deserve.
reason: Spencer makes "Mr. N" extra-easy to
can be at ca :e where the safety things moving.
THE BROOKS SHOPPE
apply with your own equipment. The round,
Adding extra yields is the job Spencer "Mr.
of your goods is concerned. If you
always uniform prills won't cake or clog.
-a"Fashion Center Of Mayfield"
N" Ammoniu.m Nitrate does so well. The dollars you invest in Spencerizing with "Mr. N"
Special moisture-proof bags protect Spencer
can easily return bigger dividends than any
To provide an appakl shop that reflects the experience the ma
TUCKER REST HOME
"Mr. N" against damage from dampness and
other part of your crop investment!
meets the individual and collec- agement has acquired
the fas
keep it free-flowing until you are ready to use
Don't let nitrogen shortage cut down your
it. Why settle for anything less? Let us supply
944 W.BROADWAY - MAYFIELD - PHONE CH 7-3259 tive approval of local women is ion field. They are constant
profits by limiting your production. Boost your
you with genuine Spencer "Mr. N" Ammonium
BROOK
ambition
of
THE
t
the
alert
the
latest
to
styles
in
whir
arm* •
yield: with "Mr. N," the full 33 5% nitrogen.
Nitrate now.
There is nothing more important fulness and an air of hope are in- SHOFPE in Mayfield at 119 W. accounts for so many smartly dre
to the onward progress of our spired by the furnishings which Broadway.
sed women in this communit
community than a rest home pre- have been Selected with this in
A constantly increasing patron- Many find it a pleasure to do bu
sided over'by those who have view.
age indicates that this shop has mess here because of the friend
made a special study of the needs
As the purposes of this progress succeeded, under able manage- hospitality shown them While
of the convalescent, the aged and edition is to give the outside world ment, in achieving this highly de- the store.
GIVE YOUR HUNGRY CROPS THE NITROGEN GROW-POWER
helpless. A place where one may an adequate idea of our social, in sired customer satisfaction, It isMake this your shopping hen
THEY NEED TO PRODUCE HIGH-PROFIT EXTRA YIELDS
go and be Assured of the most dustrial, artistic and professional a dress shop v.tere Women of quarters foe a smartly balance
solicitous care.
progress, we deem it quite appro- taste may find lovely dresses, in wardrobe. Phone CH 7-3873.
The Tucker Rest Rome occupies priate to call the attention of the the very highest fashion and
THE BROOKS SHOPPE is Ma'
commodious quarters, Is excellent- public.to the efficiency and great sportswear, lingerie and accessor- field's
oldest dress shop seivii
ly appointed and the food is pre- work that is being carried on at ies of the best in quality.
Mayfield, Western Kentucky al ^N
pared in the most appetizing and this rest home which contributes
shop
dress
This
of distinctive part of Tennessee since 1929. Thu
nourishing way possible. The greatly to making this community fashions specializes in ladiee ap- 'handle sizes 3 to 17-8 to 20-12
rooms are well furnished and one of outstanding progressive- parel and ready-to-wear. The se- to 241
/
2 for Juniors. Misses, am
TELEPHONE 51
FULTON, KY.
pleasant in every respect. Cheer- ness.
lection at THE BROOKS SHOPPE Women.

$140

)R

Your Friendly Neighboring Merchant

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

See Us For The: Cc:sal Source
of Yield-Boost:ng Nitrogen

atom'

Don't just fertilize...Spencerize

CITY COAL CO.

FOR REN1. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher ,and electric vacuum cleanTV Antennas: quick and efficient
era. Xxcliange Furniture Co.
. installation service; all types.
Merryman Appliances, phone 126,
CARD OF THANKS
Fulton.
We wish to express our sincere
we Install- appreciation for sympathy shown
rv ANTEliri
trade--repair and move. Get to us at the death of loved one,
our prices. We service all makes 011ie C. Pinegar. We kindly thank
Phiwe ar Roper Television those who sent flowers and food
for comforting
FOR SALE: Nine purebred Hol- and Bro. Owen
word, and
Hornbeak Funeral
stein heifers from prime Wisconsin
stock. Average 18 to 20 months Home.
old. Leaving State, must sell. No
The Pinegar Faultily
reasonable offer refused. John
Formosa, Latham, Tenn. Phone
When It
799-4401, Route 2, Palmeriville,
Real Estate in Fulton
Tenn.
-seeTIRED KIDNEYS
GOT YOU DOWN? Make the CHARLES W. BURROW
BUKETS 4-day 39c test. Give 409 Walnut
Phone 6/
kidneys a gentle life la ith BURETS well-balanced formula. Help .'arm Loans
tet rid of uric waste that may cause
Conventionai L..oaris
getting up nights, scanty passage,
-FHA Loans
burning, backache, leg pains. If
not pleased, your 39c back at any -The very best selection of real
trug store. TODAY at BENNETT
estate for sale at all times l
iZ•VJG STORE, FULTON.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Wheel Alignment
By Experts

Eight 4-H Club members have
been selected for an expense-free
trip to Washington, D. C., where
they will attend ,a Cidizenship
Short Course at the National 4-H
Center. This announcement, during National 4-H Club Week which
is being observed Mar 3-10, comes
TV REPAIR: all mane. and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "SerMerryman
vice is our
215 Main Street,
Appliances,
phone 126.

WE

RENT - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Desegregation
Plan For(Mon
County Filed

The 4-H'ers are: Gladys Carroll,
Shelby county; Sherry Jean DeBerry, Hickman county; Josephine Abshire, Logan county;
Jacqueline Patton, Fulton county;
Wayne Buckner, Bourlann county;
A plan for complete desegregaAlbert Clernmons, Bath county;
Gary Lane Jackson, Henderson tion of Obion County, Tenn.
county; and Claude A. Bradley, schools next fall has been filed in
Federal court at Jackson by the
Jr., Shelby county.
county school board.
Jacqueline is the daughter of
Federal Judge Bailey Brown on
the Mose Pattons.
Dec. 15 ordered the Obion School
Board to submit such a plan by
Selected from among the Negro April
1, stipulating that he must
4-H Club members in the state, approve it
before it goes into efthese four boys and four girls fect.
were chosen for the trip because
Affected by the order are tour
of their records of 4-H leadership, high schools
and six elementary
project work, and participation schools for
whites, and one high
in 4-H and other community ac- and four
elementary schools for
tivities.
Negroes in the county located in
Tennessee's northwest corner. Not
affected are Union City schools,
which are administered by a sep-

FLOWERS

-

Try to visualize what plants
around your home are going to
look like when they grow up. It's
easy to make the mistake of setting plants too close together, not
realizing how large they'll be
when mature.

Hickman has appealed for state
and federal aid in cleaning up a
huge landslide which damaged the
city and rural fire departments,
two places of business and a home
there last week.
Rep. Hoyt Barnett was reported,.
conferring with officials in Frnakfort today in connection with aid.
Rep. Frank Stubblefield has been
asked to call for federal aid.
Damage from the slide was estimated at $50,000 by Jack 0, Gray .
and Mose Howard of the district
highway office at Paducah.
The slide peeled off a bluff there
following heavy
last Tuesday
rains, cracked the wall of the city
firehouse and caused the fire chief
and his family to evacuate the
damaged building.

We Give
B&B Green
Stamps

and

Scott's Floral Shoppe
WADE FURN. CO
Phone 103
Fulton. Ky.

BEST

Hickman Asks
Aid From U.S.

HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Fulton
Phone 20-3
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

FISH

and

to your tires

CLEANEST

$6.95 COMPLETE

TROUBLE?

USED FURNITURE

• Co toc and camber soentikally
to manufacturer
.
spoc Ccation.
• Corred ton•in and too-eut on
your toe, Iron, whirell
• Inspno end adjust sewing fa
add•d

buy it at

We can't keep you out of it
but with on.? of our LowCost, three
payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Wick Smith Agency

Charlie Scales

EXCHANGE

B-F GOODRICH STORE
112 Lake St.
Phone 889

Furniture

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 - Nights 160

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Company

EN
SOUTH
FULTON

Nothing better or more appetizing than delicious seafoods!
No matter what your favorites,
you'll find them at Piggly Wiggly!
'
Superb seafoods only a day or two
from the water. For finest seafoods, for finest in all foods, shop Piggly Wiggly
regularly!
TRADE WINDS BREADED

OYSTERS

FISH STICKS

3-10 oz. Pkg.

CRABS

SALE STARTS TODAY

ENDS

SATURDAY, MARCH 31st

$109.95

BUNK BEDS

COMPLETE WITH MATTRESS
PLUS $21.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION
DELUXE

PLUS $53.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION

A

LIVING ROOM

$219.95

VINELLE FABRIC
FOAM CUSHIONS
PLUS $43.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION
(9x12 HEAVYWEIGHT

SWIVEL ROCKER

$39.95

NYLON COVER
PLUS $7.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION

36"ELECTRIC RANGE $239.95
MAGIC CHEF
PLUS $47.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION

LINOLEUM

$9.95

PLUS $1.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION

Lb. Pkg.

55c SHRIMP

6 CHAIRS- TABLE
PLUS $15.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION

SHRIMP

Cleaned 1 1-2 Lb.

$2.39 TROUT

GORDON'S

Lb.Pkg.

8 oz.

CATFISH __ Lb. Pkg.
GORDON'S COD

12 oz.

69c

FILLETS

$2.39
17c

TRADE NV-INDS

55c SHRIMP

Lb.

YOUR CHOICE

Cleaned 11.2 Lb.

$2.39

1 out of 3

•••

Of The Following 3 Items With $10.00 Pur. or More ... Limit One Per Family!

RISCO
FLooR

39c
39c
39c

3 LB. CAN

PILLSBURY
10 LB. BAG

FOLGER'S
LB. CAN
COFFEE

GREEN GIANT

BUSH GARDEN

NIBLETS 12-oz. Can
15c
KIDNEY BEANS 3- 300 cans 29c
BUSH NORTHERN
29c
BEANS 3 - 300 Cans
BUSH MEXICAN STYLE
BEANS 3 -300 Cans _ _ _ _ 29c
SHOW BOAT PORK AND
29c
BEANS 3 - 300 Cans
SHOW BOAT BLACKEYE
29c
PEAS 3- 300 Cans
BUSH CHOPPED TURNIP
GREENS 3- 300 Cans _ _ _ 29c

SPINACH 2 -303 Cans _ _ _ _ 29c
29c
BEANS 3 - 300 Cans
REELFOOT PURE
59c
LARD 4 Lb. Carton
PILLSBURY
FLOUR 25 Lb. Bag
$1.49
SliORTENENG
69e
SPRY 3 Lb. Can
KRAFT
VELVEETA 2 Lb. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 79c
LIBBY DEEP BROWN PORK &
r1r.ANS 14 Oz. Can
10c

A

END CUTS

Lb. 29c

Whole-59c Lb.

SHANK

center
Slices 89c Lb.

PORTION
LB.

SALT SEASONING

MEAT-

RED

Lb. 19c

PORK

JOWL 3 Lbs

$1.00

LIVER

FRESH HAMBURGER

HOOP

MEAT

CHEESE

3 Lbs. $1.00

COUNTRY PORK

SAUSAGE

Prices Good Thru
Sat. March 24th.

CATFISH

39c
25 Lb. PAG

POTATOES

79c

FLORIDA POLE

Lb.

19c

BEANS

Lb.

19c

RED DELICIOUS

Lb.

59c

FRESH

$1.00

ay
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011er

his
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BUSH PINTO

ELM HILL SMOKED

SMOKE

PHONE 103

89c

2 Lbs.
65c SHRIMP
wurnm;
65c FISH
Lb.

GORDON'S OCEAN

SWIFTS

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY

$1.25

FAN TAIL

BACON __

"WELCOME TO FULTON --- AND TO WADE'S!"

8 oz.

BOOTH'S RAINBOW

Butt - 49c Lb.

CHROME DINETTES $79.95

89c

SEA PAK BREADED

7 PIECE

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

7 oz. Pkg.

29c LOBSTER TAILS

BUSH BEST RED

2 PIECE

_ _ 55c

SO AFRICAN

TRADE WINDS

Right now, when selections are
at their fullest and the best values
havent been scooped up by tto
smart shoppers.

75c

Lb. Pkg.

45c SHRIMP

3 oz. Pkg.

HADDOCK

vimmimmmor Immammumwr -mmommanur
Use Your Credit! Up to 18 Months to Pay!Your Dollar Never Had It So
Good! For Example:
2 PIECE SOFA BED
4PIECE SECTIONAL $269.95
NYLON COVER
LIVING ROOM SUIT $169.95
FOAM CUSHIONS
- SOLID MAPLE

10 oz.

GORDON'S

SOLE

12 oz. Pkg.

SEA PAK

RIP TIDE STUFFED

We Give You $2.00 in Furniture of Your Own Selection for Each
$10.00 You Buy.
Amommonomon. Anmommomminn. Ammommonoms..
HERE'S HOW!
HERE'S WHY!
HERE'S WHEN!

100 COIL CONSTRUCTION
PLUS $33.99 FREE MERCHANDISE
OF YOUR OWN SELECTION

$1.00 PERCH

GORDON LARGE

20% BONUS DIY
We are neither crazy nor philanthropists! The higjeason for giving away 20% is just good business. We would rather do a lot of
ht:.jnesg at a reduced profit in' the
e .rly Spring than sit around twiddling our thumbs.
FAMOUS BRANDS ON SALE TOO
* Broy• Gibson
• Simmons
• Bassett
hill
* Lane
* Speed Queen
Many others
Uexander smith

59c STEAKS

BOOTH'S OCEAN

FISH STICKS

(Mche! No Strings! No gim• :icks to thi: offer. Dont look for
•hem becan.o!'there are pone. With
Jch purchase at this store during
k sale. WO will offer you 20%.
•f the purchase price in FREE
:wrs OF YOUR OWN SELECoN. There are NO exceptions.
'.V.• have extra sales people ready
Ike care of you so come early
t• r be:••I sel,ctions.
This offer does not cover previous purchases! It is effective now
and until end of this sale,

BOOTH'S SWORDFISH

7 oz. Pkg.

TRADE WINDS

THE MORE YOU BUY, THE MORE YOU GET!

112 LAKE STREET

arate city school board.
The school board's plan, filed
by its attorney, Fenner Heathcock of Union City, said zone lines
are now being prepared which will
pupils
for
certain
designate
schools. It also calls for a liberal
transfer policy under provisions
of the Tennessee pupil placement
law.
The plan said that in the spring
parents or guardians of every
pupil in Obion County will receive notice as to what school the
pupil is to attend when the 196263 term begins. If the designated
zone does not suit the parents of
the pupil, they may apply to the
board for a transfer.

For Every Occasion
•

ht

'or

Prevents costly tire wear
Adds extra mileage

from George D. Corder, chairman
of UK Extension 4-H programs.

Jacqueline Patton
Wins Expense-Free
Trip To Washington

APPLES

Dos

39c

FLORIDA

Lb. 69c

Open Mites'Til 9 P. M.
Sun. Noon 'Til 7 P. M.

PEPPERS

2 For 25c

Acres Of
Free Parking
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